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1. BUSINESS PLAN
Executive Summary
FGH Retail Services, LLC submits this application for a medicinal and adult-use retail storefront dispensary
also offering delivery services in the City of Oxnard. FGH’s ownership and executive Management team
is comprised of local cannabis industry insiders, a local Fortune 100 finance executive, a local hospital
administrator with government relations experience, and experts in innovative marketing techniques and
brand building, who bring decades of management experience in regulated industries and retail store
operations. Further, FGH’s founding owners comprising its management team are all Oxnard and Ventura
County locals with deep ties to Oxnard and a history of local community service. FHG’s ownership team
has over 25 years of legal cannabis experience combined, and its non-owner Managers (who meet the
definition of “Owner” under 16 CCR § 5003 and Bus. & Prof. Code § 26001(al)) bring another 20 years of
added retail cannabis experience. Beyond its experienced ownership and Management team, FGH also
created an Advisory Board, comprised of, finance and construction professionals, and local community
leaders to inform its business strategy and community benefits plan.
FGH applies as both a regular retail storefront applicant and pursuant to Oxnard’s Local Equity Program
as set forth in OCC §§ 11-454(MM) and (NN), with 58.5% equity owned by City of Oxnard residents,
most of which is held by members of FGH’s executive Management team. FGH stands ready to verify
compliance with these Local Equity Program requirements.

FGH’s success and business model is tied in large part to its dispensary premises, in terms of its size,
location and planned re-design; it will be one of the largest and safest dispensaries in all of California. The
proposed location is a 21,250 SF building located at 2320 N. Rose Avenue and is owned by FGH’s affiliated
real estate company such that FGH controls its own real estate costs. The proposed site is conveniently
located off Highway 101 and adjacent to public transit, within an existing commercial shopping center ideal
for a dispensary. It has ample parking and is more than 1,000 feet from any residential housing. The space
is large enough to allow for a large Main Showroom, Waiting Areas, Administrative Offices, and a large
employee training center that will also serve as a community education and event space. The premises will
all be equipped with COVID-19 safety measures and protocols to ensure employee and customer safety.
For the dispensary’s renovation and design, FGH hired Oxnard-based Coastal Architects, an award-winning
practice owned by Jeff Zook and Michael Sanchez. Mr. Zook’s design for FGH is unique, will revitalize
the existing façade and the overall appearance of the Shopping at the Rose II Center, and transform the
interior space to set a new standard for cannabis dispensaries. FGH will be an elevated cannabis dispensary
that will provide an unparalleled shopping experience. With extensive experience in product procurement,
FGH will be able to offer the highest quality cannabis goods in all tier levels at competitive prices to meet
different customer preferences and budgets.
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With its blend of experience, size, location, design, marketing expertise and resources, FGH intends to be
the premiere dispensary and delivery service in Oxnard, and one of the premiere dispensaries in California.
Corporate Structure
FGH Retail Services LLC (“FGH or “Applicant”) is a California limited liability company and part of a
multi-entity structure through which the investors own both the dispensary location and the operating entity.
As shown in the diagram below, FGH is wholly owned by FGH Investors LLC, (the “Investment Entity”)
through which FGH’s active and passive investors hold their investment both in FGH and in FGH LLC
(“PropCo”), which entity purchased the property located at 2320 North Rose Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93036
(the “Real Property”). The FGH executive Management team (or “active” investors) hold the majority of
the Investment Entity (57.38%) through FGH Management LLC (“Management”), while the passive
investors hold the remaining ownership units of the Investment Entity (42.62%). Management will actively
operate both the business activities of the Applicant and manage the Real Property.
FGH Management LLC (CA)
Note: Investor/Managers hold equity
through this entity, which also manages
the Applicant entity

28
Individual
Passive
Investors

57.38% ownership

FGH Investors LLC
(CA)

42.62%
ownership

Entity managed by
FGH Management
and sole member of
subsidiaries
100% ownership
100%
ownership
FGH LLC (CA)

Lease

Real property owner

FGH Retail Services LLC (CA)
Applicant Entity and operator of retail store
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FGH was formed on October 30, 2019. The formation document for the Applicant entity
is pictured below.

FGH Executive Management Team
FGH is comprised of twenty-eight passive investors and a seven-person executive Management team, six
of whom are also equity owners and all of whom meet the definition of “Owner” under 16 CCR §5003.
The members of this executive Management team are summarized below and their cannabis experience is
discussed in more detail in Section 8.
BUSINESS PLAN
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Vanessa Hernandez- Chief Executive Officer
Vanessa Hernandez will serve as FGH’s CEO and head its Community Relations Team.
Vanessa brings over 20 years of experience in government relations and administration,
hospital management and philanthropy. As a life-long Oxnard resident with both
government and management experience, Vanessa is uniquely positioned to ensure FGH’s
operations are consistent with its overall business strategy while building relationships
with key partners in the community and ensuring fulfilment of FGH’s cannabis community
benefits program.
Vanessa has deep roots in Oxnard. Her family traces its roots in Oxnard to the 1940’s, when her
grandparents’ family migrated through the Mexican Farm Labor Agreement, Bracero program. Vanessa
attended Maria West Elementary School, Oxnard High School, and Oxnard College (before transferring to
UCLA for her Bachelor of Science degree). Vanessa still lives in Oxnard with her husband and sons.
From 2001 to 2012, Vanessa worked in government, first for John K. Flynn, Ventura County Supervisor
for the Fifth District, and then for 8 years with Congresswoman Lois Capps, U.S. Representative for the
23rd Congressional District. In those capacities, she worked on numerous local community projects,
including organizing the first Ventura County Farmworker Housing Summit (with 85% of the participants
offering finance commitments) and collaborated with the Ventura County Parks and Sherriff’s Departments
and El Rio Gym to create a youth program and Sheriff's workstation to combat gangs. In addition to
managing Congresswoman Capps’ office, Vanessa served as the Community Liaison, in which capacity
she created countless relationships within the public and private sectors, managed grant applications, made
recommendations to federal appropriation committees resulting in yearly funding to Ventura County, and
interfaced with multiple federal agencies and diverse community groups to legislate and implement policy.
Since 2013, Vanessa has managed the nation’s number-one ranked family residency program at Ventura
County Medical Center. In that capacity, Vanessa oversees 45 residents and 15 faculty members to ensure
their compliance with guidelines promulgated by various educational and accreditation agencies including
the Medical Board of California and American Council for Graduate Medical Education. Vanessa also
supervises DEA Controlled Substance Licensing for the hospital and staff.
Vanessa has engaged consistently in community service in Oxnard and elsewhere since she was a student.
For example, while attending UCLA she worked part-time in a law firm while also teaching Catechism on
Sundays and volunteering at Cedars Sinai Hospital. In recent years, she has volunteered as Hollywood
Beach Elementary room mom, Hollywood Beach Annual Walk to School Event coordinator, Oxnard
Bengals Wrestling Team Mom, Camarillo Wrestling Club Team Mom, PTA Health Committee Chair,
School Board Member for Oxnard First Baptist School, Titan’s Water Polo Club Team Coordinator, and
Oxnard K-9 Foundation Gala volunteer. Most recently, Vanessa has assisted migrant farm workers in
Ventura County, bringing essential resources during the COVID-19 crisis. In 2012 she was selected to the
“Top 40 Under 40” by the Pacific Coast Business Times.
Vanessa’s work ethic and ability to multi-task, collaborate with diverse stakeholders, and direct a large
team while staying focused on the importance of community makes her the ideal person to lead FGH.
David Garcia- Chief Operations Officer
David is a lifelong Ventura County resident and Oxnard resident since 2007. He will
serve as FGH’s COO and manage day-to-day operations. David brings 7 years of retail
cannabis experience and 15 years of overall cannabis industry experience in cultivation,
distribution, and retail operations. David is part owner of a Lompoc licensed dispensary,
a financial interest holder and consultant to a licensed Port Hueneme dispensary, and in
the final stages of approval for two other retail licenses.
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David was born in Oxnard and raised in Port Hueneme by his migrant farm worker parents. He attended
Hueneme High School where he was a standout baseball player until a serious injury ended a promising
career. When David later discovered the benefits of using medical cannabis tinctures to alleviate pain from
his baseball injury, he decided to pursue a career in the medical cannabis industry.
From 2006-2013, David worked on a five-acre Mendocino County medical cannabis farm where he learned
and performed virtually all seed to harvest cultivation tasks. For the latter four years with the cannabis farm
he served in a distributor function, working with Prop 215/SB 420 collectives across California, learning
another element of the cannabis supply chain.
From 2013-2014, David managed day-to day operations of two Pre-ICO dispensaries in Los Angeles.
In 2015, David launched DA Management Group LLC, a consulting firm providing back-office,
management, regulatory compliance, SOP’s, staffing, employee training, human resources and operations
support to licensed retail cannabis businesses (as well as “collectives” previously operating under Prop
215/SB 420). For example, DA Management helped a local medical delivery collective grow to nearly $4
million in annual sales and 40,000 patient members over a 3-year period. And since 2019, DA Management
has provided delivery logistics and operations support to Hueneme Patient Consumer Collective (“HPC”),
a licensed retailer in the City of Port Hueneme. David and DA Management increased HPC’s sales revenue
by 50% in the first month of working together. More recently, David and DA Management created delivery
SOPs and logistics support to 3C Farms’ retail location in Canoga Park. None of DA Management’s clients
has had any law enforcement problems or code enforcement issues.
David is a part owner of Roots Dispensary LLC, which holds a retail cannabis license in Lompoc. In that
capacity he hired and trained the Budtenders, manages product procurement, negotiates supply contracts
with licensed brands, and curated their menu that offers 80+ suppliers/ brands/distributors.
In March 2019, David was invited to be an expert panelist along with former BCC Chief Lori Ajax and
Tony Stewart, the Community Development Director for Port Hueneme, by Port Hueneme Police Chief
Andrew Salinas to speak to at their Cannabis Community Education Forum.
David is also part of two different ownership groups that are in the final stages of approval for, respectively,
a retail cannabis permit in Santa Barbara County and a non-storefront retail, distribution and non-volatile
manufacturing license in San Luis Obispo County.
Alex Soriano – Chief Financial Officer
Alex Soriano will serve as FGH’s CFO. Alex is an Oxnard native and accomplished
Fortune 100 executive with 24 years of experience in various finance, product
development, engineering, operations, and project management roles with Merck
Pharmaceuticals and Abbot Laboratories. Alex has in recent years become proficient in
IRS Regulation 280E as applied to cannabis businesses.
Alex was born and raised in Oxnard and still resides in Ventura County. He is the son
of migrant farm workers and worked alongside his parents and siblings in Oxnard’s
fields starting at the age of eight. Alex attended Mckenna Elementary School in Oxnard and graduated from
Oxnard High School in 1990, where he played varsity football for four years under legendary Head Coach
Jack Davis. In his senior year, Alex was awarded Team Captain, Most Valuable Player, Oxnard’s HS
Athlete of the Year, and Ventura County Hall of Fame Athlete of the Year.
After high school, Alex attended USC where he earned degrees in biomedical engineering and chemistry.
In 2003, Alex earned an MBA from the University of Michigan School of Business as a Consortium
Graduate Fellow, receiving a full tuition scholarship.
From 2004 to the present, Alex has worked for Abbott Laboratories as Director of Research &
Development, where he is responsible for overall development of surgically implanted medical devices for
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Abbott’s Cardiac Division totaling $1.2 billion in revenue, managing overall P&L for a number of divisions
and acquisitions including capital and expense budgets, financial audits, and investment prioritization.
While with Abbott, Alex has led large engineering teams seeking FDA approval on over a dozen surgically
implanted medical devices, and has direct responsibility for demonstrating to FDA regulators Abbott’s
compliance with myriad regulatory requirements applicable to medical devices and managing FDA
inspections of Abbott’s regulated facilities.
In 2018, Alex was elected into the Volwiler Society, the highest engineering distinction provided by Abbott,
for significant contribution to global health via development of ConfirmRx©, which alone produced over
$500 million in revenue.
For the last several years, Alex has consulted with several cannabis business owners on IRS Regulation
280E issues in connection with proposed acquisitions and ongoing financial management. FGH will
leverage Alex’s broad experience in regulatory compliance, 280E and financial management to ensure
sound financial controls.
Maria Valadez – Director of Compliance and Human Resources
Maria Valadez will serve as FGH’s Director of Compliance and Human Resources.
Maria has more than 20 years of operations and management experience in highly
regulated multi-state businesses, including oversight of regulatory compliance and
human resources functions, and more than three years of cannabis retail experience.
Maria is also part-owner of a non-storefront retail cannabis business in Port Hueneme.
Maria is a life-long Ventura County resident and the daughter of migrant farm
workers. She attended Santa Clara High School in Oxnard. Maria attended Oxnard College and later
CSUN, studying business operations, human resources, payroll management and regulatory compliance.
Maria lived in Oxnard from 1999 until 2010, when she moved to her current Camarillo home.
From 1999 through 2016, Maria worked at Camarillo’s Online Management Systems (“OMS”) which
offered online driving instruction and traffic school courses as a government contractor to dozens of States.
Maria helped OMS expand to 33 states and 45 employees, with Maria creating numerous OMS Departments
from the ground up, including human resources, compliance, and accounting. Within 5 years, Maria was
promoted from Office Manager to OMS’s Nationwide General Manager, responsible for overseeing all
operations, business development, human resources, regulatory compliance functions and external audits
by its governmental agency clients.
Maria devoted considerable time at OMS to regulatory compliance, which included ensuring its databases,
curriculums, operations, records, and employees were compliant with the different states’ rules and
regulations. Maria also oversaw all external audits conducted of OMS, including Alabama, Alaska,
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan,
Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
Washington, and Washington D.C. In each of those States, Maria was the primary point of contact with the
regulators with respect to any audits or compliance concerns. Maria also oversaw all human resources
phases, ensuring compliance with both local labor and employment laws and policies.
In 2017, Maria joined cannabis industry consulting firm DA Management Group, which provides a broad
range of back-office and management services first to Prop 215/SB 420 collectives, and later to licensed
cannabis retailers and delivery services under MAUCRSA. In this role, Maria has become proficient in the
BCC regulations and provided cannabis businesses with compliance, human resources and operations
support, including creating and implementing retail operations’ policies and SOPs, driver safety trainings,
compliance materials, Human Resources policies and employee training modules.
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Maria is also 50% owner of Tech Delivery Solutions, LLC, a licensed Port Hueneme cannabis delivery
retailer.
Lenea Gutierrez- Chief Technology Officer
Lenea Gutierrez will serve as FGH’s CTO. She brings 15 fifteen years of multi-state
regulated industry operations and administration experience, including ensuring
compliance of online curriculum and operating materials with state regulations. She has
extensive experience in website development, SEO and software engineering and knows
multiple computer languages. Since 2017 Lenea has worked with licensed cannabis
operators developing technology platforms for customer sales, delivery logistics, and
training. She is a co-owner of a licensed non-storefront cannabis retailer.
Lenea has lived her entire life in Ventura County. She graduated from Moorpark High School in 1998 and
then attended Moorpark Community College and California Lutheran University in Thousand Oaks earning
a BS degree in computer science. From 2007-2016 she lived in Oxnard and since then in Camarillo.
From 2002 to 2017, Lenea worked for OMS, which develops interactive Computer-based educational
driving courses and curriculum in over 30 states and is thus highly dependent on software and technology
for its operations and business model. At OMS, Lenea helped ensure compliance of online course content
and technology with different states’ regulations, developed online training materials for employees, and
maintained information technology systems. In 2010, Lenea became OMS’s SEO manager and an expert
in online advertising mediums, including Google Analytics. In 2013, Lenea became OMS’s Software
Engineer, responsible for back-end website development and design for over 50+ websites, updating course
content annually to ensure compliance with states’ regulations; and developing and maintaining OMS social
media pages and upgrading SEO across all OMS websites.
In 2017, Lenea transitioned to the cannabis industry becoming Vice President of Technology for DA
Management Group, which offers online marketing, web design, employee training, SOP development and
regulatory compliance services to cannabis businesses. In that role, Lenea’s duties have included: creating,
designing and managing POS management tools and fully functional ecommerce websites for cannabis
delivery services; creating and launching administrative portals for training cannabis delivery employees;
and creating SOPs for retail cannabis deliveries and storefront dispensaries.
Lenea is also a 50% owner of Tech Delivery Solutions, LLC, which holds a non-storefront retail delivery
license in Port Hueneme.
Lenea will ensure the proper operations and upkeep of FGH’s website, through which it will not only
provide customer education on products but also provide an online ordering alternative to shopping in the
dispensary. Lenea also intends to develop for FGH employees online interactive training materials that
incorporate both content, simulations and videos to educate Budtenders as well as other staff.
Andrea Hernandez- Inventory Manager
Andrea Hernandez will serve as FGH’s Inventory Manager. She is a self- made
entrepreneur who owns several UPS Store franchises in Ventura County. Andrea has 15
years of experience managing overall retail operations, including managing purchasing
and inventory, and is a part owner of a licensed cannabis dispensary in Lompoc.
Andrea is a longtime Oxnard resident and has lived in Ventura County since 2005.
In 2005, Andrea began managing a Port Hueneme UPS Store, handling day-to-day
operations including inventory management and reconciliation, bookkeeping and financial
reporting. In less than 2 years she grew from being a store manager to purchasing this store and being
approved as a franchisee by UPS, increasing sales from $350K to $560K a year. Andrea manages full dayto-day operations including hiring, training, inventory and purchasing, supply chain management and
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financial planning, and is responsible for handling quarterly audits and financial reporting to UPS
Franchising with a perfect record of compliance. The store has consistently received UPS’s Bronze Medal
Award and has the highest customer count for any of the 36 stores in its region.
In 2014, UPS asked Andrea to open a second franchise store in the City of Ventura, which she and her
partner built from the ground up to generate sales of $350,000/year in 2019 with a 33% profit margin. In
2017, UPS offered Andrea a third store in Saticoy which was converted from a small business mail store.
Within 2 years sales increased from $250,000 to $380,000 annually and profits improved by more than
50%. Total net sales from the three UPS Stores is more than $8 million.
The last 13 years of owning UPS franchises has provided Andrea with extensive experience operating a
retail store in a regulated environment, given the fact UPS audits each store on a quarterly basis on various
criteria including inventory management, and timeliness of financial and royalty reporting. Andrea and her
team have received consistent scores of 100 on each audit in all three stores.
Andrea and her husband are also part owners of SoCal’s Choice Inc. (dba Elevate), a retail cannabis
dispensary located in Lompoc, where she oversees inventory management and supply chain issues.
Ricardo Hernandez- Delivery & Online Retail Manager
Ricardo Hernandez will serve as Manager of Delivery Operations and Online Ordering.
Ricardo is a lifetime resident of Oxnard with 30 years of experience working for the United
Parcel Service in delivery logistics. He is also the owner with his wife Andrea of three
successful UPS franchise retail stores in Ventura County and a co-owner of a licensed
cannabis dispensary in Lompoc.
Ricardo was born and raised in Oxnard’s Rose Park neighborhood (not far from FGH’s
proposed location). Like several other FGH management team members, Ricardo’s parents
worked the fields of Oxnard and instilled in him a strong work ethic. He graduated from Channel Islands
High School in Oxnard and holds a degree from Oxnard College.
Ricardo has worked for UPS for nearly 30 years, as a driver and more recently as a delivery logistics
supervisor. UPS drivers are widely recognized as the top Delivery Drivers in the parcel carrier industry
receiving extensive training around safe driving, parking, and route selection. Ricardo has received a safe
driving award for 23 consecutive years with UPS and now trains other drivers and coordinates delivery
logistics.
Ricardo is also the owner of several successful UPS franchise stores with his wife (and FGH partner)
Andrea. While Andrea oversees day-to-day operations, Ricardo assisted with developing SOPs, employee
training curriculum, back-up systems and quality controls.
In 2018, Ricardo and his wife became 12% owners of SoCal’s Choice Inc. (dba Elevate), a licensed cannabis
dispensary in Lompoc. Ricardo compiled the ownership group, identified the premises location, and
negotiated purchase of property. He manages Elevate’s driver safety training and delivery logistics.
As FGH’s online and delivery sales manager, Ricardo will leverage his retail cannabis experience,
knowledge of Oxnard, and expertise in safe driving techniques and route creation to manage delivery
logistics and train its delivery personnel in the same practices instilled in him with UPS.
FGH Advisory Board
FGH has tapped cannabis and finance industry professionals to join its Advisory Board, along with a local
development and construction expert, acclaimed Oxnard educator and local medical doctor. This Advisory
Board will assist the management team in business strategy and its cannabis community benefits programs.
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Sumit Mehta is President and CEO of Mazakali Investment Bank, which is a
global finance firm based in San Francisco that raises and invests cannabis
capital and provides strategic consulting to cannabis businesses. He brings over
two decades of experience on Wall Street including at Merrill Lynch, UBS,
and Raymond James Financial. Sumit earned an MBA from the Ross School
of Business at the University of Michigan, and a BA with Honors in Economics
from the University of Texas at Austin. He serves on the Banking and Financial
Services Committee for the National Cannabis Industry Association and sits
on several cannabis boards, mentors cannabis management teams, and advises
cannabis private equity transactions. Sumit will advise FGH on business
strategy and help create strategic partnerships with other cannabis businesses
and serve as a resource to FGH’s executive team.
Herbert “Herb” Mitchell has lived in Oxnard and Ventura County since 1965.
He attended Fremont Jr. High School and Oxnard High School and is a
contractor with more than 35 years of local construction experience. For the last
five years Herb has worked for Parker Brown as their General Superintendent
including on a number of projects in Oxnard such as the Rio District Office at
1800 Solar Dr, Yardi Systems and CBRE at the Collection, and the Oxnard
Wastewater Testing Lab. Herb will serve in two roles for FGH. First, he is
serving as Project Manager for the renovation, to ensure FGH’s visions, budget
and timetable are realistic and attainable. In addition, Herb will serve as a Board Member of the Sugar Beets
Foundation, a nonprofit corporation formed by FGH to fund its local community benefits projects.
Jaime Moreno has been an Educator in Oxnard for the past 23 years. Jaime
was born and raised in Oxnard and graduated from Oxnard High School in
1990 before going onto Ventura College and then Cal State Northridge.
Jamie started teaching for the Oxnard Elementary School District and in 2004
moved to the Oxnard Union High School District at Pacifica High School and
in his first year was recognized as the Teacher of the Year. In 2014 Jaime
transferred to Oxnard High School where he has taken on various leadership
roles, including Social Science Department Chair and coordinator for the
Law & Public Service Academy.
In 2019, Jamie was hired as the Head Varsity Football coach at Oxnard High
and in his first year won the Pacific View League Championship and was voted the Coach of the Year.
Jaime also served as a commissioner for Oxnard’s Community Relations Commission from 2014 to 2018.
Jaime will ensure FGH messaging and marketing does not encourage teen use of cannabis and will provide
guidance on cannabis youth prevention initiatives.
Dr. Anna Mikhailovsky, M.D., is a local family physician and longtime
Ventura County resident. She has been an active teacher with the Ventura
County Medical Center Family Residency Program since 2010. Dr.
Mikhailovsky actively participates in medical outreach programs/events for
underserved communities in Oxnard and Ventura including providing
monthly services to the indigenous population through Mixteco Indigena
Community Organization Project and the homeless population through the
River Church Clinic. Dr. Mikhailovsky is a front-line worker leading the
charge against the COVID-19 pandemic in Ventura County working at designated COVID testing sites for
both VCMC and Community Memorial Hospital. Dr. Mikhailovsky will help FGH to further its efforts to
serve the medical needs of Oxnard residents seeking information on cannabis as a treatment alternative.
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1.4.

Hours of Operation/Opening and Closing Procedures
1.4.1.

Hours of Operation

FGH will operate seven days a week (except federal holidays) and not conduct retail sales outside of
permitted hours. Hours of operation will be from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (OMC §§ 11-485(L), 11-480(A)),
Monday through Sunday, unless otherwise stipulated in its permit. FGH anticipates its peak times to be
Friday 5:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m., Saturday 2:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m., and Sunday from 1:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m., and
will staff accordingly. A summary of staff and responsibilities is set forth in Section 2.3.1

1

References to Bureau of Cannabis Control (BCC) regulations set forth in Title 16 of the California Code of
Regulations are abbreviated “CCR.” Other titles of the CCR are referenced in full.
2
This includes checking whether cameras are pointed in the correct directions and properly focused on the viewing
location. (OMC §§ 11.477(A)(9), 11-485(H)(5).)
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1.5.

Day-to-Day Retail Operations

FGH will sell cannabis and cannabis products through three different methods. First, it will have a Main
Showroom of approximately 3,500 SF where customers can shop for items and make purchases. Second, it
will allow customers to pick-up orders in a separate Online Order Pickup Area, placed in advance either
online, by telephone, email, or text. Both the Main Showroom and Online Order Pickup Area will be limited
access areas that can only be accessed by customers after a check-in and verification process described
below. Third, FGH will also offer delivery services, as described in Section 1.5.1.f. FGH will also sell noncannabis goods in the form of branded merchandise and cannabis accessories, in a Merchandise Sales Room
that has a separate entrance. (CCR §§ 5407.)
FGH’s operations plan was developed using regulatory requirements from the BCC set forth in Title 16 of
the CCR, Chapter 11 of the OMC, and industry best practices developed by FGH Management for existing
licensed cannabis retail operations in Port Hueneme, Lompoc, Los Angeles, and elsewhere. Below are the
general operating requirements FGH will follow:

3

•

No cannabis products or any graphics depicting cannabis shall be visible from the exterior of the
premises. (OMC § 11-480(C).)

•

No exterior signs shall be illuminated or advertise any specific products or services offered.

•

“No Smoking, ingesting or consuming cannabis on the premises or in the area adjacent to the
Commercial Cannabis Business is prohibited” signs shall be visibly posted on each entrance.
(OMC § 11-480(G)(3))

Delivery closing procedures are addressed in Section 1.5.1.f.i.
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•

“No adult-use customer under the age of 21 years of age is permitted to enter upon the premises of
the Commercial Cannabis Business.” (OMC §11-480(H)(2)).

•

Patients 18-20 years of age may be permitted to enter upon the premises of the Commercial
Cannabis Business with proof of a valid doctor’s recommendations or MMIC and a valid
government issued ID. No persons under the age of 18 shall be permitted onsite. (OMC §
11.485(C)).

•

No cannabis shall be consumed by anyone on the premises. (OMC § 11-480(B).)

•

No cannabis sales shall occur outside of the designated retail areas in the premises, and no sales
will be conducted through an exterior facing drive-thru, drive-in, pass-through window or slide out
tray. (CCR § 5025; OMC § 11-485(H).)

•

No loitering shall occur on or around the premises, and Security personnel will inspect a 50-foot
radius around the premises to prevent any such loitering. (OMC §§ 11-485(E).)

•

The Company shall have a strict “No Loitering” policy. Employees may arrive at the business
premises no more than 30 minutes before their scheduled shift and must leave the business premises
within 30 minutes after clocking out. As per OMC § 11-477(A)(5), Security personnel shall be
vigilant in observing both the retail sales area and exterior premise areas to detect and, if necessary,
communicate with suspected loiterers concerning their purpose, and prevent individuals from
remaining on the premises without a valid purpose.

•

Employees will be screened by security upon leaving the premises.

•

No alcohol consumption shall occur on or around the premises. (OMC § 11-478(A).)

•

No cannabis or cannabis scent shall be diffused through the premises through an oil diffuser or
other vaporizer. (CCR § 5025(f).)

•

No alcohol or tobacco products shall ever be sold or stored on the premises. (Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 26054(a); CCR § 5025(d); OMC § 11-478.)
1.5.1.

Additional Criteria for Retail Applicants
1.5.1.a.

Customer Check-In and Verification Procedures

Prior to having access to either retail area to make a purchase in our dispensary, a customer is required to
first check in with the Verification Clerk in the lobby, who will verify age and medicinal status. The
Verification Clerk will also determine (i) whether the customer is a new or returning customer and (ii)
whether the customer is there for the Main Showroom or for an online order pick-up.
If they are a new customer, the Verification Clerk will request the customer’s valid government
identification to confirm that the customer is the appropriate age (at least 21 years of age for adult-use and
at least 18 years of age with a valid physician recommendation or MMIC for medicinal). (CCR §§ 5400,
5404(a)-(c); OMC §§ 11-485(C), (I), (J).) The customer’s documents will be scanned into the POS
software and retained. All medical customer physician recommendations and MMIC cards will be validated
online, at the time of check-in, through appropriate websites such as GetNugg.com for physician
recommendations and Calmmp.ca.gov for MMIC cards. For a returning customer, the process is identical
as for new customers, except that the Verification Clerk will not need to re-scan the customer’s
documentation, unless the existing documentation on file has expired. The point-of-sale system
automatically notifies the user if a customer’s identification on-file is expired and should be updated.
Once the customer successfully completes the verification process, the Verification Clerk will add them to
the customer queue in order of when their verification was completed. The Verification Clerk will inquire
of the customer whether he or she requires Budtender assistance for questions about products. If the
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customer requires Budtender assistance, the customer will be directed to one of the two Waiting Areas until
a Budtender becomes available; if not, the customer will be granted access to the Main Showroom, unless
it is at capacity, in which case the customer will be directed to have a seat in the Waiting Area. This process

ii. Online Order Pickup Area
FGH will create a streamlined, “to-go” sales area to facilitate online and telephone orders. The goal is to
allow customers to place orders ahead of time for in-store pick up, saving valuable waiting time. The Online
Area will be a small room containing a counter separating the customers from the Online Order Pickup
Clerks, who will be behind protective glass. The Online Order Pickup Area will serve as a retail area strictly
for orders placed online, by phone, text, or email for in-store pickup. The process for placing orders is the
same as for placing orders for home delivery (discussed in detail in Section 1.5.1.f) the difference being
that the customer designates FGH’s premises as the pick-up/delivery location. Unlike the Main Showroom,
the Online Order Pickup Area does not permit shopping or browsing of any kind, but rather picking up an
order that is already packaged.
After the customer places an order for pick-up, the POS system will alert the Processor/Router staff of an
order to be fulfilled from inventory storage, processed much like an order for delivery. When the order is
ready and in its exit packaging, the Processor/Router brings it to an Online Ordering Clerk located within
the Online Order Pickup Area.
The Online Order Pickup Area will have two doors of access, one a secured access door that leads into an
internal corridor and back to the inventory Storage Room and other limited access areas, and the other a
door for customers leading to the lobby. That door can be accessed only via a remote electronic/mechanical
entry system operated by the Verification Clerk.
No customer will be granted access to the Online Order Pickup Area until after being verified by the
Verification Clerk, as with any customer seeking access to the Main Showroom. Any customer picking up
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an online order will be required to have their age and patient status (if applicable) verified twice: upon
arrival by the Verification Clerk, and then by the Online Ordering Clerk. This is both an added security
precaution and complies with CCR § 5402, which requires a customer to provide proof of identification
and age before being granted access to the retail area to purchase cannabis goods.
Customers picking up online orders will not be able to enter the main dispensary showroom with cannabis
products after picking up their online order for added security. Customers placing an online order may
access the Main Showroom floor prior to picking up their online order. Any purchases made in a single day
by a customer will be aggregated towards customer daily purchase limits to ensure that in-person and online
orders do not violate prescribed thresholds.
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1.5.1.c.

Point-of Sales Locations and Customer Estimates

FGH will be employing electronic tablets for purposes of processing customer purchases. The tablets will
permit credit or debit card transactions to be consummated and also be attached to a cash drawer for cash
transactions. These Point-of -Sales locations will be located as follows:
•

Eight tablets with register draws in the Main Showroom operated by Budtenders.

•

Four tablets with registers in the Online Order Pickup Area operated by Online Ordering Clerks.

•

One tablet and register in the Merchandise Sales Room for the sale of non-cannabis products. (CCR
§§ 5402, 5407.) No cannabis products will be displayed or sold in the Merchandise Sales Room.

FGH anticipates serving around 650 customers a day, roughly 55 customers per hour.
1.5.1.d.

Proposed Product Line and Sales Estimates

FGH will carry a broad range of products obtained from various licensed cultivators and manufacturers as
detailed below, as well as non-cannabis branded merchandise. FGH will not do any packaging or labeling
of cannabis products on its premises.
i.

Product Procurement

Selection of brands that FGH will carry begins with a stringent due diligence process. FGH’s Purchasing
Manager will research the brand, cultivator and manufacturer to confirm licensure and also to determine
whether production techniques are consistent with the FGH ethos. The due diligence will include reviewing
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BCC records to determine whether any licensees in the supply chain have had any failed test results or prior
compliance problems.
ii. Cannabis Product Lines
FGH anticipates carrying and selling the following products and brands:
•

Pre-packaged cannabis flower with varying THC and CBD ratios and potency, available in varying
quantities, including the brands Pacific Stone, 3C Farms, Caliva, Henry’s, Monterey Kush and LA
Kush;

•

Pre-Rolls, sold either individually or in packages of 3 or more, of varying strains and potency,
including the brands Packwoods, Sublime, The Cure Company, LA Kush and CRU Littles;

•

Vape Cartridges with varying THC and CBD ratios and flavor profiles, including the brands Pure,
Heavy Hitters, Stiiizy, Alpine and Brite Labs;

•

Disposable Vape Pens, which contain a pre-charged battery designed to last until the THC contents
are empty, including the brands Stiiizy, Alpine, Cru, Brite Labs and Branded;

•

Drinks with varying flavor profiles, CBD/THC mixtures and potency, including the brands
Lagunitas, Venice Cookie Company, The Fizz, Dixie and Habit;

•

Tinctures, which are a liquid form of edible, taken orally or sublingually, and sold in varying flavor
profiles, CBD/THC mixtures and potency, including the brands Mary’s Medicinals, Rosette, Papa
& Barkley, and Humboldt Apothecary;

•

Edibles such as candy bars, cookies, and gummies, with varying concentrations of THC and CBD,
including the brands Korova, Kiva, Big Pete’s, Emerald Sky, Flav, and Camino;

•

Topical lotions and oils, with varying scents, potency and THC:CBD ratios, including the brands
Foria, Made from Dirt, Mary’s Medicinals, Papa & Barkley, and Kush Queen;

•

Capsules for oral consumption, in varying potencies and THC:CBD ratios;

•

CBD-only products, in varying degrees of potency and form, including products made by the brands
CBDAlive, ProTab, and Breeze;

•

Concentrates such as crumble, kief, shatter, waxes, dabs, badder, budder, rosin and resin, in varying
strains and potencies of THC, including the brands Raw Garden, 710 Labs, Cali Green Gold, Royal
Key, and Humboldt Farms; and

•

Medical Use Only products, including edibles, tongue lozenges and topicals, which will exceed the
recreational limit for THC and only be available for purchase by medicinal customers with a valid
doctor’s recommendation. (17 CCR §§ 40315(b), (d).)

FGH intends to carry a line of products specially made to meet medicinal patient needs. Such products will
be labeled “For Medical Use Only”, available for purchase only by medicinal customers. CCR § 5404(b).)
The above brands are just representative examples. FGH will likely carry between 60-70 types of flower
products (including pre-rolls), 150-160 different concentrates, 120-130 edible products, and 30-40 other
products. Once licensed cannabis manufacturers and cultivators based in the City of Oxnard start to operate,
FGH will prioritize, when possible, including local vendors in the retail product mix. FGH will also carry
non-cannabis branded merchandise.
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iii. Estimated Sales Percentages
FGH estimate sales of flower products (including pre-rolls) will be 66% of sales versus 34% for
manufactured products. The anticipated break-down of manufactured products is 25% concentrates (vape
cartridges, disposable pens, waxes, dabs, badder, budder, rosin, resin), 7% edibles (drinks, edibles, capsules,
tinctures), and 1% topicals and CBD-only products. Promotional merchandise and apparel is anticipated to
be 1% of sales.

1.5.1.e.

Customer Product Handling Procedures

Customers will not be permitted to touch cannabis products prior to purchase. All products in the Main
Showroom will be locked in display cases that allow for customer viewing through glass but will require
the assistance of a Budtender to remove from the display case for viewing or purchase.
In the Online Order Pickup Area, no products will be on display. Online orders will be retrieved pre-bagged
in exit packaging and will be transferred to the customer at checkout.
i.

Secure Display Samples

FGH recognizes that with respect to cannabis flower and certain concentrates, many customers need to
examine the cannabis flower structure, texture and terpene profile (smell) prior to purchase because of the
many variations in those products. To accommodate that need, in the Main Showroom only, a sample of
each cannabis flower sold will be on display in a tethered “Bud Pod” that provides the ability to see the
flower structure without allowing a customer to open the container. The bud pod has an aroma plug that
will allow the customer to smell the flower, a magnifying lens to view the flower structure, and a security
tether to prevent theft (see image below). The security and efficacy of the tethers will be regularly checked
by Security personnel and the Dispensary Floor Manager randomly throughout the day.

Display samples of certain concentrates (such as those consumed through dabbing) will either be available
for inspection on tethered displays or by requesting the Budtender to retrieve the sample from the display
case. None of the samples are for sale and the customer will never be left alone with a sample.
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All other products (i.e., edibles, cartridges, topicals and tinctures) can only be viewed through its packaging
through a display case. If customers want to hold a product to read the contents more carefully, they may
ask the Budtender to remove the product from the display case for closer inspection but they will not be
allowed to open the packaging, and they will not be allowed to move throughout the store with the product.
They will return it to the Budtender to be placed back in the display or to complete a transaction.
All products not tethered to a bar will remain behind a locked display case and will require a Budtender to
physically retrieve the product for the customer. If a customer wants more than one product, the Budtender
will secure the requested product behind the counter until the customer is ready to complete their purchase.
Once a customer has made their selection and is ready to complete a transaction, they will be directed to
the designated POS station of the Budtender assisting them and checked-out as follows:
1. At the POS station, the Budtender will first verify the customer age and status a second time,
by asking the customer for their government-issued identification, and if they are purchasing
as a medicinal patient for a valid doctor’s recommendation.
2. The Budtender will confirm the items are what the customer wanted and then scan the barcodes.
3. If the Budtender is alerted by the POS system that the purchase exceeds daily limits (see
Section 1.5.1.e.ii below), they will determine whether the customer can and wishes to proceed
with part of the transaction that does not exceed daily limits.
4. The Budtender will provide the customer with an itemized receipt showing the total cost of
goods and local city and state taxes charged on the purchase.
5. The Budtender will inform the customer of the amount due, ask them how they wish to pay and
collect the amount due from the customer.
6. The Budtender will put all cannabis products into an opaque exit bag and seal it (16 CCR §
5413).
7. The Budtender will either escort the customer out of the Main Showroom or direct them to the
exit, which will return them to the lobby.
ii. Daily Limits
FGH will prevent customers from purchasing cannabis products in excess of applicable daily limits set forth
on the table below. (CCR § 5409.) FGH’s point-of-sale system (discussed in Section 1.7.1) will retain
customer transaction data4 for each sale of goods to customers and provide the means for preventing a
customer from purchasing cannabis products in any form in excess of their daily limit. If the customer
attempted to make a purchase that would cause them to exceed a daily limit regardless of method of sale –
whether for delivery or for in-store pick-up – the POS system will not allow the Budtender to complete the
transaction.

1.5.1.f.

Delivery Service Procedures

FGH will conduct delivery retail operations from its premises in accordance with the procedures outlined
herein. FGH has created detailed delivery protocols to maximize consumer satisfaction, mitigate any risks
4

Per CCR §§ 5037 and 5049, this data will be retained for at least seven years.
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of theft or diversion, and prevent any disruption to the community. The delivery operations will operate
during the same business hours as the storefront operations (9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.) and utilize the same
inventory management and POS system as its storefront operations. (OMC §§ 11-486(C), 11-485(L), 11480(A).)
i.

Delivery Daily Closing Procedures

FGH delivery operations will close after all delivery vehicles have returned. To ensure all drivers will return
by 9:00 p.m., drivers will not be dispatched after 8:30 p.m.
At the end of the business day, the following closing procedures unique to delivery shall take place:
1.

A Processor/Router will ensure all Delivery Drivers have returned to the premises with their
ledgers and signed delivery receipts;

2.

A Processor/Router or the Delivery / Online Retail Manager will balance and reconcile cash
from all Delivery Drivers against the POS sales report and place all cash in the drop safe as
per the cash handling procedures in Section 1.6; and

3.

A Processor/Router or the Delivery / Online Retail Manager will ensure any undelivered
inventory from all Delivery Drivers is returned to the Storage Room of the facility. (CCR §
5418(j).)
ii. Delivery Personnel

Delivery operations will utilize certain dedicated personnel performing functions specific to delivery, and
portions of the premises not used for storefront operations. Specifically, delivery-dedicated personnel will
include the Phone Budtenders, Processor/Routers, Delivery Drivers, and Delivery / Online Retail Manager.
The specific job functions of all FGH employees, including delivery-specific personnel, is described in
detail in Section 2.3.
iii. Online Ordering, Registration, and Verification Processes
Cannabis delivery orders are primarily placed through FGH’s own secure encrypted website, which is
linked to the POS system. The website provides customers with a user-friendly shopping experience. All
customer information and data is confidential. A smaller percentage of orders will be made via telephone,
texts, or email.
To place a delivery order, a customer must first create an account with FGH. Customers will create their
own account online by providing (1) first and last name, (2) Email address; (3) Phone number; (4)
birthday; and (5) whether adult use or medicinal use. Once a customer has entered the information above,
they will be sent an authentication code to the phone number they provided. Once the authentication code
is confirmed in the online portal, they will be prompted to create a password which will allow them to log
back into the website to place future orders.
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The customer is now registered and can start the shopping process, adding their
favorite items to their cart. There will be a complete list of products, organized
by product type (flower, pre-rolls, concentrates, tinctures, edibles, etc). Each
product will have a clear picture and price on the main products page, and once
clicked on, each product will have a full product description, average THC/CBD
amount by percentage, effects of the product, and product reviews from prior
customers who have used the product, as illustrated by the example to the left:
Prior to checking out, the
customer will need to enter in a
valid delivery address, that is
neither a commercial location,
on publicly owned land, nor on
land or a building leased by a public agency. If the address
is not valid (i.e., a commercial location or public building)
or beyond the area serviced by FGH delivery, the customer
will be notified on the website. The customer is also
prompted to indicate if he/she wishes to pick-up the
product at FGH’s premises.
Before a customer can completely checkout and complete their order, he or she
is required to provide valid government identification and a physician
recommendation (if applicable). (CCR § 5404(a); OMC §§ 11-486(A)) The
customer must upload a picture of the (front and back) to the website. The
checkout button will not be enabled unless this documentation is uploaded.
After the online checkout process, a Phone Budtender will review the order and
call the customer to confirm the delivery address, the customer’s identification
and phone number, the accuracy of the customer’s order and whether the
customer is paying in cash and requires change from the Delivery Driver. In the
event the customer is a medical patient, and ordering products that exceed adultuse limits, the Phone Budtender will verify on the POS system that the doctor’s
recommendation is valid and has not expired. The Phone Budtender will also
remind the customer that deliveries can only be received by the person placing
the order at the address indicated on the order. Once the verification process has
been completed, the Phone Budtender authorizes the order to be fulfilled
through the POS system.
For returning customers, they can simply log in to the website with their email address or phone number
along with their password. FGH retains returning customers’ identification and physician recommendation
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to allow the customer to begin shopping immediately. At checkout, the customer will be alerted if the
government identification or physician recommendation has expired, which will require the customer to
upload valid photos of each. The Phone Budtender will call the customer to confirm the order, delivery
address, and other information before authorizing the delivery through the POS system. At the time of
delivery (or pick-up in store) the driver (or Online Ordering Clerk) will confirm the person receiving the
order matches the information in Treez for the person who placed the order. The verification process
includes checking the customer’s government identification and physician’s recommendation, if applicable.
iv. Orders by Phone, Email, or Text
For customers having difficulty navigating the online delivery order process, the customer may place an
order for delivery by phone, text, or email. The Phone Budtender will complete the process as follows:
• A Phone Budtender will create a customer account and complete the ordering
process using the same online portal, entering information provided by the customer
while on the phone.
• The Phone Budtender will require the customer send a photo of identification and
physician recommendation (if applicable) to be uploaded for verification.
• Once the Phone Budtender confirms their identification and uploads the documents
to their file on the POS system, a customer account will be established on the POS
system and the Phone Budtender can proceed to take the customer’s order including
method of payment.
For a returning customer, the Phone Budtender can simply search the customer’s name,
driver’s license, phone number or medical ID to pull up their account and then start
their order. The POS system will alert FGH of an expired identification or doctor’s
recommendation and that information would need to be updated prior to processing an
order. The Phone Budtender will confirm the delivery address, and whether they will
need change if paying by cash.
A customer may also request delivery via email or text, by sending FGH the same identifying information
as is required for phone orders together with a list of products they want to order, and for new customers a
copy of their identification and doctor’s recommendation (if applicable). This will trigger a phone call from
a Phone Budtender to complete the process set forth above.
Any of the above methods for delivery – online ordering, by phone, by text or by email – is available for
instore pickup as well, simply by selecting “in-store pickup” online or relaying that choice to the Phone
Budtender.
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5

The Delivery Ledger shall contain: the type of goods, the retail value of the goods, the track and trace identifiers,
and the weight or other accurate measure of quantity. (CCR § 5418(e).)
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vii. Delivery Vehicles
FGH anticipates having seven Delivery Drivers who will use their own vehicles to make deliveries, for a
total of seven delivery vehicles. Each driver will be required to show proof of insurance although FGH will
also have comprehensive commercial carrier insurance that covers delivery.
FGH will provide the City of Oxnard a list of delivery vehicles in use and for each: (i) proof of vehicle
ownership or lease; (ii) the year, make, model, color, license plate number, and VIN; and (iii) proof of
insurance. FGH will notify the City in writing prior to any plans to use a new delivery vehicle. If any of the
above information changes for any of FGH’s delivery vehicles, FGH will inform in writing the city within
30 calendar days of that change. (OMC § 11-487).
A permanent GPS device shall be affixed to each delivery vehicle and shall remain active at all times during
the delivery, so that FGH can track the geographical location of the vehicle. (CCR § 5417(d).) This
information shall be maintained for at least 90 days. All delivery vehicles will also be equipped with an
alarm system and secure lock box for storage of cash and cannabis products. (CCR § 5417(b)-(c).) Delivery
vehicles will be plainly marked and not include any overt or obvious indications of the products being
carried. (CCR § 5417; OMC § 11-480(C).)
1.5.1.g.

Day-to-Day COVID-19 Operational Enhancements

Since Cannabis has been deemed as an essential business, we have established proactive safety and
sanitation measure for both retail and delivery. It is important for all employees and customers to know that
we are prioritizing their health and safety and making every effort to streamline our operating procedures
to meet their needs under stressful times. As the length of the pandemic is uncertain, FGH will continue to
6

FGH shall assign all customers a unique, distinct number that will allow FGH to identify the customer in documents
or records using the number rather than the customer’s full name for confidentiality.
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implement and revise (as needed), the list of protocols below to comply with Ventura County Regional
Guidelines for COVID-19, the California Department of Public Health Retail Guidance Measures, and any
federal guidelines that may be issued.
i.

Dispensary Employees:

Prior to entering the facility, all employees will be pre-screened by a trained staff screener to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. The following steps will be taken and questions asked of every employee:
•
•

Temperature will be taken by a touchless distance thermometer.
Do you have any of the following symptoms: fever or chills, cough, shortness of breath, fatigue,
muscle or body aches, headache, loss of smell, sore throat, congestion, nausea or vomiting,
diarrhea, recent COVID exposure or if they or another family member are awaiting COVID test
results.

If the employee responds “yes” to any of the above, they will be sent home immediately. They will be asked
to self-isolate until they are symptom-free, have a doctor’s note allowing them to return to work, along with
a confirmed negative COVID-19 test. If asymptomatic, but awaiting COVID test results, they will not be
allowed to return to work until confirmed negative test.
While onsite, all employees will be required to wear a mask. All employees will wear gloves and regularly
change gloves, especially if they are in a cash handling role. We will also require hand washing breaks at
least once every hour in rotating shifts. FGH will acquire and provide adequate protective equipment to all
employees to ensure employee and customer safety. Only approved cleaning products will be used to ensure
proper disinfecting. As a measure of extra precaution, customer check-out stations will be a minimum of
6-feet apart and separated by temporary plexiglass installations customized to fit with the aesthetic of the
dispensary. Employees who can fulfill their day-to-day tasks will be permitted to work remotely.
Employee breaks will be properly scheduled to ensure limited capacity is observed in the break areas. FGH
will work with its employees and the respective Union to ensure employee safety and rights to breaks are
adequately observed. The employee lounge will have a limited number of chairs to enforce social distancing
and markers will be placed around the area to denote minimum separation requirements. The lounge will
be well ventilated to decrease the risk of virus spread. Outdoor break areas will be considered in consultation
with the City of Oxnard.
ii. Delivery Drivers:
Delivery employees will be required to deliver to the customer’s door as a general practice and will be
especially important to ensure that the driver can keep a safe distance from the consumer and observe
COVID-19 protocols. Drivers will remain 6 feet away from the customer as much as possible during the
transaction except when receiving payment and handing off cannabis goods. All Delivery Drivers will be
required to wear either a mask or face shield and gloves, use hand sanitizer or sanitizing wipes before and
after each delivery, and keep and use disinfectant wipes in their vehicle to clean the steering wheel, door
handles, and other surfaces that are frequently used.
To enhance safety of our drivers and customers during times of health-related state or local orders, delivery
order payments will be limited to debit/credit cards using Treez Pay, a platform that allows cashless
transactions. Cashless transactions limit interaction between driver and customer thereby decrease the
opportunity to transmit disease.
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iii. Customers:
Prior to entering the facility, all customers will be pre-screened by a trained staff screener to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. The following actions will be taken at the time of check-in:
•
•

Temperature will be taken by a touchless distance thermometer.
The screener will ask all customers if they have any of the following symptoms: fever or chills,
cough, shortness of breath, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, loss of smell, sore throat,
congestion, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea or recent COVID exposure or if they or another family
member are awaiting COVID test results.

If the customer has a fever or mentions that they have any of the following symptoms above, the receptionist
will kindly ask them to leave. All customers will be required to wear a mask. If a customer appears to have
an inadequate mask or attempts to enter without a mask, FGH will make masks available to customers. All
masks made available to customers will be individually packaged and stationed next to a hand sanitation
station to ensure maximum cleanliness protocols. FGH will observe strict protocols around mask related
mandates.
To further manage customer in-store volume, FGH will implement a technology solution for customer
queuing similar to the restaurant industry. Customers can place themselves on a waiting list, using their
phone number, remotely or when arriving onsite. Once a customer is on the waiting list, they will receive
a text message to stay in their vehicle until it is their turn. The message will include a request for customers
to avoid physically gathering in front of the store to increase safety measure and restrict unwanted crowds.
When it is the customer’s turn to access the facility, they will be sent a text message that they have 5 minutes
to check into the dispensary. Once onsite, the customer will go through applicable COVID-19 and checkin protocols to confirm their eligibility to access the dispensary Main Showroom.
iv. Dispensary Area
FGH will closely monitor the County Risk Level and adjust as needed to the dispensary operation. Our
large floor plan allows us to successfully and safely operate in a restrictive environment and continue to
provide services as an essential business, which has generally allowed businesses to operate between 2050% capacity limits.

Hand Sanitizer stations will be available throughout the dispensary and social distancing floor decals will
be implemented to ensure customers remain 6 feet apart when in line to make a purchase or selecting options
in the dispensary area. To further limit interaction between the customer, employee and products, bud pods
containing flower for observation will be removed from the sales floor and will not be made available to
customers to view or smell. In addition, any self-service electronic devices that may be found on the Main
Showroom sales floor will be disabled to limit unnecessary exposure.
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Plexi-glass barriers will be installed at all register and registers will be spaced out a minimum of 6 feet
apart. Customers will be encouraged to limit the use of cash whenever possible. Employees will disinfect
the POS/register and counter after each customer transaction.
v. Lobby Area
As noted in the employee and customer sections above, strict protocols will be followed prior to access
being granted to the facility to ensure absolute safety of employees and customers. FGH’s large Grand
Lobby area which include two Waiting Areas will be optimally spaced out to ensure patrons awaiting access
to the Main Showroom sales floor or the Online Retail Pickup Area will remain at least 6 feet apart.
All seating areas will be converted to standing room only with the exception of a dedicated ADA-only
station for those who cannot stand in-line. Removing seating areas prevents the need for constant
sanitization requirements and eliminates an extra area for potential transfer of illness through a surface. To
limit the number of people in the Grand Lobby area, FGH will maintain a separate line for online pickup
orders. In addition, to be considerate to those who may be more prone to COID-19, FGH will prioritize
access to persons with special needs, medical recommendations and MMIC cards.
FGH will observe all health department and CDC signage requirements. Further, signage will be visible in
the front entrance to inform customers that a face mask or shield is required to enter the facility as well as
letting them know that they are prohibited from entering the facility if they display symptoms.
vi. Additional Internal Controls to Mitigate Risk of COVID-19
Contraction
In addition to the initiatives noted below, FGH will establish policies and procedures to protect employees
from COVID-19 and notify employees of any potential COVID-19. FGH will also follow recommendations
from CDPH found on the COVID-19 General Checklist for Retail Employers (link) and post the checklist
for all employees to view.
•
•

1.6.

Customer Education:
o FGH will send out regular emails to customers with information on shopping protocols.
Vendor Education:
o FGH vendor partners will have to observe similar protocols to FGH employees before
and during their time onsite. We will educate our vendor partners on expected practices
by their employees while onsite. Any vendor unwilling to follow mandatory protocols
will not be permitted access to the facility.
Cash Handling Procedures

FGH developed the below cash handling procedures for operations.
(OMC § 11-477(C).) FGH will seek to minimize the use of cash in its
operations to the extent possible by utilizing technology which permits
cashless transactions between FGH, distributors, and retail customers
respectively. The POS of choice Treez, provides a customer facing
electronic payment solution through Treez Pay which permits customers
to pay directly by debit card or a linked bank account. Similarly, FGH will
utilize Leaflink to manage payment activity between the retail cannabis
business and its distribution partners. Leaflink is a wholesale cannabis
marketplace allowing retailers to connect directly online through a portal and the product is delivered on a
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date specified by the retailer. All transactions are cashless, and distributors are directly paid via ACH. This
drastically minimizes the need for cash on hand within the business. To the extent a distributor or consumer
transaction nonetheless involves cash, FGH is committed to preventing any theft and diversion of cash and
creating unnecessary safety risks through the following cash control systems and procedures based on
industry best practices. FGH will modify its cash handling procedures based on recommendations from the
Oxnard Police Department.
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1.6.3.

Use of Leaflink With Distributor Shipments

Leaflink is a wholesale cannabis marketplace allowing retailers to connect directly through an online portal
with the product delivered on a date specified by the retailer. All transactions are cashless, and distributors
are directly paid via ACH. This drastically minimizes the need for cash on hand within the business. To
the extent Distributors insist on cash payment (which will be rare), payment will be made by FGH’s
Accountant/Bookkeeper under supervision of the Security Guard and under video surveillance. (Section
1.5.1.b.iii.)
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1.7.1.

Treez POS and Inventory Tracking System Generally

FGH will use Treez as its point-of-sale (POS) and inventory tracking system. Treez is a comprehensive
POS software platform and fully integrates with California’s Cannabis Track and Trace (CCTT) system
through METRC. CCTT records are updated by Treez in real-time with all cannabis related activities that
occur at the premises, from receipt and movement of inventory within the premises to final sale to
customers. (OMC §11-480(D).) Some key features of Treez are:
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•

In the event of an internet outage, Treez will function and store data locally and then push data to
the Treez server and CCTT once back online;

•

Automatic updates of changes in regulations and taxes to ensure regulatory and tax compliance;

•

Integration with orders placed in the store, online or through Phone Budtenders;

•

Processes orders using cash, debit or credit cards;

•

Integration with QuickBooks;

•

Saves customer profiles including identification and doctor’s recommendation;

•

Records and tracks a customer’s daily purchasing limits; and

•

Streamlines inventory management due to real time updating of inventory.

Through Treez, FGH will maintain an accurate record of its inventory and be able to provide the BCC and
City of Oxnard with an updated and accurate record of inventory upon request. (CCR § 5423, OMC § 11476(D).) For each inventory item, Treez will maintain, among other information:
•

Unique Identifier (UID) for each item;

•

Product description;

•

Quantity of the items in inventory;

•

The date and time the items were received by FGH;

•

The sell-by or expiration date provided on the package, if any;

•

The name and license number of the licensee that transported the items to the retailer; and

•

The price FGH paid for the items, including excise taxes, transportation costs, and discounts.

Nearly all reporting and communication between Treez and CCTT (METRC) takes place automatically,
through use of the API code that is provided through CCTT training and is uploaded to Treez. In this way,
sales and inventory data, for example, is relayed to CCTT in real time. Per CCR § 5049, all commercial
cannabis activities will be reported in CCTT, and customer sales transactions will export automatically to
CCTT.
For example, shipping manifests from distributors are sent electronically through CCTT and once the
contents of the shipment are physically verified upon receipt (as explained in Section1.7.3 below),
acceptance is indicated in CCTT, the data is then imported into Treez. If any adjustments need to be made
to inventory in Treez (i.e., items lost to theft, spoilage, display samples), that data is entered into Treez and
transmitted to CCTT. Certain other events entered into Treez, like movement of inventory throughout the
facility and consumer sales, are automatically exported to CCTT by the Inventory Manager.
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The Inventory Manager, Director of Compliance, and other authorized employees who use Treez and CCTT
systems will complete specialized training in both prior to being assigned account credentials and will have
different permissions assigned to them to regulate which employees may input which sort of events (i.e.,
cash, inventory receiving, product movements, customer info), and specifically which employees may input
data into CCTT.
1.7.2.

Use of Unique Identifiers for Inventory Tracking

CCTT requires each cannabis product be assigned a UID “tag” to track cannabis products in inventory and
product sales. No cannabis product will be accepted from a distributor or made available for sale without a
UID. The shipping manifest accompanying each distribution shipment will allow FGH to identify
individual UIDs using the CCTT system and verify the product, manifest and COA to the physical UID tag
received from the distributor. When a shipping manifest is accepted, the UIDs and all other data for a
product is imported into Treez.
Each UID tag is associated with a specific batch of that product assigned to the item at the time of production
and tracks the individual product until it is sold at retail. UIDs enable FGH to track any single cannabis
product back to its originating cultivator or manufacturer and every distributor that transported the product.
Inventory records will also be updated in Treez whenever product is transferred within the premises. When
items are purchased by a customer, the Budtender scans the UID, which updates inventory records to reflect
the sale and transfer out of FGH’s inventory, and Treez updates the CCTT with each individual product
sale. In the event of a recall, FGH can identify customers who may have purchased products belonging to
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1.7.4.

Rejection of Shipping Manifests

In the event that the shipment does not reconcile with the shipping manifest, or any part of the shipment
appears obviously damaged or non-compliant with packaging and labeling requirements, or exceeded its
expiration date, FGH would reject the shipment in whole, or merely reject the part of the shipment that is
non-conforming, damaged, or expired. As distinguished from product returns, the rejection takes place on
CCTT rather than Treez because the rejection occurs prior to being entered into inventory on Treez.
7

It is anticipated that some shipments may be too large to allow for individual product inspection while the
distributor’s driver waits for the results. In that event, for security reasons, much of the quality control review will
take place after acceptance of shipment but before the products are entered into inventory or made available for sale.
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In the event of a full rejection, the Receiving/Processing Specialist or Inventory Manager would note the
reason for the rejection in CCTT. In the event of a partial rejection, the Inventory Manager or
Receiving/Processing Specialist would make an adjustment to the quantity in CCTT and accept the adjusted
shipment amount. In both instances, the physical manifest will be updated to reflect the rejection, signed
by the Receiving/Processing Specialist and the distribution company employee accepting the rejected
cannabis goods.
1.7.5.

Tracking Product Returns

There are several circumstances under which FGH would return products to distributors after those products
were already part of a shipment accepted on CCTT and thus could no longer be rejected on CCTT. (CCR
§§ 5053(a), 5410(e).) This would either result from the determination by FGH through its quality control
review that the product was defective for failing to comply with CDPH packaging and labeling
requirements, or where a customer returned a product to FGH for damage or defect that could only be
determined after the customer opened the outer product packaging and/or tried to use the product. Under
those circumstances, FGH would be afforded a replacement product or store credit.
For any products FGH seeks to return to a distributor, FGH creates an outgoing manifest in CCTT manually
which in turn is exported to Treez. Thus, CCTT will generate a return shipping manifest for the distributor.
With respect to products returned by customers, FGH may also elect to simply dispose of the product as
Cannabis Waste. (CCR §§ 5410(b)-(d).) FGH would never seek to resell products returned by a customer.
Cannabis goods left on the premises will be treated as abandoned products and destroyed in accordance
with FGH cannabis waste procedures as set forth in Section 5.4.4.
1.7.6.

Movement of Cannabis Products Within Premises

Generally, the Inventory Administrators will be responsible for physically transferring products from
Storage Room to the Main Showroom. Before any transfer is done, the Inventory Administrator would
show the transfer of products from Storage Room to the Main Showroom on Treez by making an entry into
Treez which can reflect product in different rooms of the same premises. Inventory made available for sale
will be done on a first-in-first-out (“FIFO”) basis for like products and it is the responsibility of the
Inventory Administrator to follow the FIFO protocol. Once the Inventory Administrator confirms that
he/she is transferring the proper batch of the product to the Main Showroom and confirms the entry on
Treez, the product is available for sale to a customer.
The Inventory Manager, in conjunction with the Inventory Administrators, will stock the floor with
cannabis products from the Storage Room with only the quantity anticipated necessary to meet the daily
demand. (OMC § 11-485(F).) Such product transfers will be reported by the Inventory Administrator into
Treez. All other product will remain in the storage vault and will be reflected as such on Treez. To further
ensure proper inventory controls and inventory process efficiency, the vault will be organized by product
category and product receipt date with UID tags placed with each product. UID tag visibility affords high
level inventory control, enhanced product tracking, and regulatory audit readiness.
If product runs low from the Main Showroom during the day, the Dispensary Floor Manager will
communicate with the Storage Room by radio for an Inventory Administrator to pull more product from
storage. If for any reason product in the showroom needs to be returned to the Storage Room, the Inventory
Manager or Inventory Administrator will physically retrieve the product and update Treez accordingly.
The Processor/Router will pull inventory and fulfill delivery and pickup orders in the Storage Room. As
products are pulled for each order, they will scan the products into Treez to reflect they are being used to
fulfill a delivery order. Once the order is ready for delivery, the Processor/Router will update Treez with
that status and bring the packages to the Delivery Driver in the Delivery Area. Treez will again be updated
by the Receiving/Processing Specialist to reflect a completed sale when the Delivery Driver returns from
their route and this information is entered into Treez.
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1.7.7.

Tracking Cannabis Waste Disposal

Cannabis goods that have expired, become defective, been returned, spoiled, used as a display or become
contaminated are subject to disposal in accordance with CCR § 5054 and recorded in CCTT. The details
of the plan are set forth in Section 5.4.4.
1.7.8.

Inventory Reconciliation and Mandatory Reporting

FGH will reconcile its inventory as recorded on Treez and CCTT with physical inventory of cannabis goods
at least once every 30 days. (CCR §§ 5424, 5051(a); OMC § 11-476(D).) An inventory reconciliation will
validate that on-hand inventory matches CCTT and Treez to ensure that all physical and electronic control
are functioning as intended. If a significant discrepancy is found, FGH shall notify the BCC and local law
enforcement (CCR § 5424(e).) In addition, the Inventory Manager on a weekly basis will conduct a partial
reconciliation of a category of cannabis goods (e.g., flower, edibles, concentrates, etc.) that remain on the
Main Showroom floor and in storage to confirm it reconciles with what is reported in the POS system and
what was reported as sold.
The results of inventory reconciliations shall be retained in FGH’s records and made available to the BCC
and local law enforcement upon request. (CCR § 5424(c), OMC § 11-476(E).) FGH will maintain a log of
each audit and reconciliation process to record the date it was performed, a summary of the inventory
findings, and the names, signatures, and titles of the individuals who conducted the process. Any
reconciliation reports created and used in inventory management will be digitally stored and made available
to the BCC and/or local law enforcement upon request.
All variances noted during the reconciliation process will be thoroughly researched as part of FGH’s loss
prevention procedures. If FGH discovers during a reconciliation any theft, loss, unauthorized alteration of
records, criminal activity, breach of security or a “significant discrepancy” in inventory, FGH will notify
the BCC, law enforcement, and the City of Oxnard within 24 hours of such reportable activity.8 (CCR §
5036.)
FGH shall allow regulators from the BCC and the City of Oxnard immediate access to FGH’s plans, books,
records, accounts, together with any data or documents relevant to its business operations within 24 hours
of the request, for the purpose of conducting an audit or examination. (CCR §§ 5037(c)-(e); OMC §§ 11476(A), (D).
1.7.9.

Loss of CCTT (METRC) Connectivity

If FGH loses access to CCTT for any reason, FGH shall prepare and maintain comprehensive records
detailing all tracking inventory activities that were conducted during the loss of access. (CCR § 5050.)
Once access to the track-and-trace system is restored, all inventory tracking activities that occurred during
the loss of access shall be entered into the CCTT (METRC) system within three calendar days. FGH shall
document when access to the track-and-trace system was lost and when it was restored and the reason for
the loss of connectivity. FGH shall not transport, receive, or deliver any cannabis goods until such time as
access is restored and all information is recorded into the track-and-trace system.

Under BCC regulations, “A significant discrepancy in inventory means a difference in actual inventory compared to
records pertaining to inventory of at least 3% of the average monthly sales of the licensee. (CCR § 5034.) Local law
allows the City Manager to make his or her own determination for a reportable “significant discrepancy.” (OMC §
11.437(e)(1).)
8
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2. LABOR & EMPLOYMENT PLAN
2.1.

Employee Compensation, Continuing Education and Training

Founders of FGH pride themselves on providing long-term career opportunities with competitive wages
and other benefits to employees. To that end, FGH will offer wage and benefits packages described below.
In addition, FGH has created training modules and opportunities for continuing education, as set forth in
Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 below. FGH also recognizes and welcomes its obligation to enter into a labor peace
agreement for the benefit of its employees given that it will have more than 20 employees. (Cal. Bus. And
Prof. Code §§ 26001(x), 26051.5(a)(5)(A)(i).)
2.1.1.

Proposed Compensation and Benefits Package
FGH will offer its employees’ wages meeting or exceeding the
California minimum wage of $15.00/hour by at least $1/per
hour, with most of its employees to hold salaried positions
starting at a minimum of $41,600 annually, excluding the value
of the robust benefits packages afforded each employee. Below
are non-executive positions and their designated compensation
levels. FGH recognizes that the below table may be subject to
change based on negotiations of any labor peace agreement with
employees.

FGH will offer its employees an extensive benefits packages, including:
• Employer-sponsored
medical insurance for
physical and mental health
care

• Paid time off to do volunteer
and charity work (1 day per
month)

• Wellness programs to
promote positive life
choices and overall health,
including gym access

• Vision insurance for
preventative eye care and
eyewear

• ERISA-compliant 401k
retirement plan opportunity
after one year of employment

• yoga classes and stress and
anxiety management

• Dental insurance for
preventative and routine oral
health care

• Parental leave in accordance
with the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993

• Commuter benefit program
to promote environmentally
conscious travel decisions

• Vacation/Sick Paid time off

• Life Insurance

•

Jury Duty

Full-time employees who work 30 hours or more per week will become eligible for each of these benefits
after a 30-day probationary period, except for vacation time and paid time off, which will be on an accrual
basis.
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2.1.2.

Employee Training

FGH will provide extensive training to new employees and ongoing training and education for existing
employees. FGH’s top goals for its operations are to provide a safe and educational environment for its
customers. Paramount to these goals is ensuring its employees are properly trained on state and local
regulations, product information, and safety procedures. FGH will also post safety warnings at the premises
to reduce the risk of job-related injuries.
FGH’s Management team has significant experience in operating retail cannabis and other strictly regulated
businesses that included employee training components and have developed a training curriculum that is
detailed below. FGH will train its employees not only to act in a compliant manner, but also to bring to the
attention of Management any deficiencies in the procedures or suggestions for improvement. The training
program will have three distinct phases:
•

General onboarding and training for all new employees;

•

Job-specific training; and

•

Ongoing and supplemental training triggered by regulatory changes and annual refresher courses.

FGH will ensure that no employee begins or returns to work without successfully completing the required
general training, specialized training, and supplemental/refresher training. In the event of significant
changes in SOPs, technology, or regulations, FGH will provide special employee training sessions. All
training will be documented and evidence of such training will be retained for a minimum of seven years.
The Director of Human Resources will conduct regular performance reviews to ensure that training
methodologies meet or exceed objectives and refine the training programs as needed to address
shortcomings and incorporate new technologies. To that end, FGH will also consult with outside legal
counsel to ensure FGH is immediately aware of any significant updates to local or state laws and regulations
that could require a change in policies, procedures or training content.
2.1.2.a.

General Onboarding and Training

Upon hire, each staff member will be required to undergo a two-week classroom training administered by
Management with the aid of outside professionals. Classroom training will include live exercises for all
employees on a variety of subjects including cannabis laws and regulatory compliance; FGH’s SOPs; safety
and security; and customer service protocols and common scenarios that may occur. General onboarding
and training will cover the following topics:
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•

Use of Treez POS software, CCTT (METRC), and inventory procedures;

•

Packaging and labeling regulations and limits on THC content for concentrate products and edibles;

•

The procedures and legal standards for handling and storing cannabis products;

•

Cannabis waste management;

•

Cash handling procedures;

•

Safety Plan and Security Plan;

•

Methods to reduce cannabis odor emissions and procedures for reporting odors;

•

Prohibited transactions, as well as state adult use and personal use laws;

•

Daily purchasing limits;

•

Employee cleanliness, health and safety, including COVID-19 protocols; and

•

Procedures and instructions for responding to emergencies.

FGH has developed over 300+ slides of training materials for customer service and products. Selected slides
are located below:

Written tests and simulations will be created to give employees the chance to work through potential
operational situations. Only employees who demonstrate a thorough understanding of the applicable SOPs,
laws, regulations, and job duties will be allowed to advance past the training phase and become continuing
employees of FGH.
2.1.2.b.

Job-Specific Training

After completion of the two-week initial training, sales and customer service, delivery, and inventory
personnel will undergo at least 30 hours of additional training on legal requirements and best practices for
cannabis sales, as well as, the product offerings. The training will include hazards associated with cannabis
use, and information about the specific products FGH sells. Job-specific training will include, but is not
limited to:
•

Hazards of using cannabis while pregnant or operating a motor vehicle;
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•

Safe and appropriate dosage for initial use and delayed effects of edibles;

•

Storage to protect against accidental cannabis use by children and pets;

•

The different methods of using cannabis, and how each product is metabolized differently and
produces different effects;

•

General botanical and chemical information about cannabis and its components, including
cannabinoids and terpenes;

•

How to answer customer questions without giving medical advice;

•

Handling difficult or frustrated customers; and

•

For Phone Budtenders, training on telephone etiquette, and use of the phone, email and texting
system.

All Delivery Drivers will undergo a minimum of 30 hours added training on legal requirements and safety
protocols for making deliveries, including the following topics:
•

Identity and age verification at the point of sale;

•

Delivery Ledgers, travel log and delivery receipts;

•

Cannabis and cash storage and security requirements;

•

Safety protocols;

•

Treez and Onfleet systems integration;

•

Permissible delivery locations and other legal restrictions governing delivery; and

•

Scenarios such as what to do upon arrival at a customer location and there is a mistake in the order
contents or if there is an attempted robbery.

Processor/Routers will receive specialized training that addresses protocols for receiving and fulfilling
orders on Treez for delivery and in-store pick up, including the entries to be made in Treez, cash-handling
procedures, and supervision of the Delivery Drivers.
Management and other personnel working in the inventory, order fulfillment, and product procurement
functions will receive advanced training in the use of CCTT (METRC) and Treez with respect to receipt of
shipments and shipping manifests, inventory management, and product quality control and handling. With
respect to quality control, the curriculum will include procedures for visually inspecting products during
the inventory and order fulfillment process to ensure compliance with MAUCRSA content, packaging, and
labeling requirements as required by 17 CCR §§40315-40417, including the following:
•

Tamper-evident, re-sealable packaging (17 CCR §§ 40415);

•

Packaging/labeling does not imitate children’s products;

•

Edibles are in opaque packaging for edibles, and child‐resistant;

•

Packaging includes required government warning labels and symbols as well as appropriate
primary and secondary panel information (17 CCR §§ 40412, 40408(a)(3), and 40404(b)(4))
including the cultivator or manufacturer licensee information, the net weight of the product, and
the date of packaging;

•

Label content and THC limits for different types of products and how to identify non-compliant
products;

•

THC concentration limits for adult-use and medical-use products; and
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•

How to recognize illegal and unlicensed products.

Inventory personnel will be provided post-training reference materials to assist with their daily inventory
quality control checks as discussed above.
2.1.2.c.

Ongoing and Supplemental Training

FGH will supplement the initial classroom training with periodic and mandatory online instructional videos,
which will serve to ensure employees are continuously refreshed on SOPs and regulatory compliance.
Training manuals and course modules will be updated based on regulatory changes to ensure ongoing
compliance.
Training will be divided into modules, with short quizzes following each module. Each employee will
receive a unique login to access the online training modules. At the end of the training, a comprehensive
exam of the cumulative material will be administered. An 80% passing grade will be required for all staff
members. This online system will be able to track the progress of each staff member and notify the Director
of Human Resources of the progress and performance in each exam. It will also notify when refresher
courses are due. The Director of Human Resources will ensure that every employee goes through this online
refresher program at least annually.
2.1.2.d.

COVID-19 Training

To ensure employees are well informed in requirements and best practices as they relate to exposure
mitigation, FGH’s Human Resources team will create and deliver COVID-19 specific training which will
address at a minimum, the following topics:
•

Information on COVID-19, how to prevent it from spreading, and which people are at higher risk
for severe illness or death

•

Self-screening at home, including temperature and/or symptom checks

•

The importance of not coming to work if unwell

•

Contact tracing

•

Self-reporting

•

The importance of physical distancing, both at work and off work time

•

Proper use of face coverings, face covering exceptions and paid leave benefits

Any contractor or temporary worker must also receive proper COVID-19 training and supplies.
2.1.2.e.

Security Training

As part of its onboarding process, FGH will ensure that all of its personnel are properly trained in all of the
FGH’s safety and security procedures and policies set forth herein. The Security Manager will ensure each
employee receives ongoing security training as part of the extensive onboarding training and continuing
education and makes change to security policies in conjunction with Cornwall Security Services (CSS) as
necessary to ensure ongoing safety and security of its operations. Topics covered during security training
include but are not limited to: location and use of panic buttons, proper badge use, limited access areas,
robbery protocols, and reporting suspicious activity.
2.1.3.

Career Development and Continuing Education

FGH is committed to its employees and encouraging their professional development, career advancement,
job performance and personal growth. We will provide our employees opportunities to receive additional
training and education to bolster existing skill sets and expand their knowledge into new knowledge areas
for purposes of advancement, marketability and financial gain. Accordingly, in addition to mandatory
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annual refresher training that will cover topics such as legal updates, employees will be offered optional
continuing education on an annual basis on skills that are necessary for promotion or advancement, or which
might be of general interest to the employees (i.e., accounting, advanced cannabis product training, cannabis
manufacturing and cultivation techniques, management skills, and cannabis economics). We are committed
to promoting and hiring from within whenever possible and fostering a happy and skilled workforce. In the
event an employee shows aptitude with FGH but is not a good fit in the initial position, retraining in an
alternative position may be offered to encourage employee retention.
Another major component of FGH’s career advancement program is an opportunity to develop higher-level
management and business skills. FGH will institute a management training program to identify exceptional
employees who may merit promotion to management. We will provide clear direction as to steps needed
for advancement as well as available positions allowing staff the opportunity to be promoted. Such
candidates will receive additional training in various areas such as compliance requirements, leadership and
human resources, essential skills in any industry. Peer mentoring, yearly performance reviews and
benchmarks will be implemented to help staff with career pathways.
2.2.

Local Ownership/Management

FGH will be a 100% locally-managed enterprise. Four of the seven equity owners who are members of
the executive Management team (Vanessa Hernandez, David Garcia, Ricardo Hernandez and Andrea
Hernandez) are longtime residents of Oxnard, and the other three managing members/owners (Maria
Valadez-Camarillo, Alex Soriano-Ventura and Lenea Gutierrez-Camarillo) previously lived in Oxnard
and now live nearby in Ventura County. Even these three Managers who no longer live in Oxnard either
went to school or grew up in Oxnard (in the case of Maria and Alex) or in the case of Lenea lived there
for nearly a decade. The scope of each owner’s ties to Oxnard is discussed in their respective summaries
in Section 1. As a group, these Managers are the majority owners, holding a combined 57.38 % of the
membership units.
Apart from its Managers, a substantial majority of FGH’s passive investors, who will not be involved in
the operations of the business, are residents of Oxnard or Ventura County, as well. Of those 28 passive
investors 20 of them, holding collectively 33% of the FGH units, live in Oxnard or elsewhere in Ventura
County. In this way, between active managers and passive investors, 90% of the ownership is locally held.
With regard to Local Equity Applicant eligibility, as set forth in OCC §§ 11-454(MM) and (NN), and
requires a minimum of 40% “Local Ownership,” FGH has 58.49% Local Ownership defined as City of
Oxnard residents.
Outside of the executive Management team, FGH will ensure that at least 75% of its staff is from the City
of Oxnard.
2.3.

Number of Employees & Responsibilities

FGH will employ 50 to 60 employees at its facility. These will be a combination of full-time and part-time
employees. All employees will be 21 years of age or older and maintain all cannabis licensing requirements
at the expense of FGH. FGH is committed to filling at least 75% of positions from local residents. As FGH
approaches its opening, it will engage with local employment agencies, cannabis staffing specialists, and
city agencies, to help identify prospect local hires, in addition to conducting its own job fair, while observing
any applicable public health and safety code requirements. The local hiring plan is discussed in Section 7.2.
Set forth below is an organizational chart for FGH, including executive and non-executive positions,
followed by a detailed description of the corresponding responsibilities. Some of FGH’s leadership
positions have already been identified among its Management team.
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2.3.1.

Executive Management

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Vanessa Hernandez will be responsible for developing high quality business
strategies and plans ensuring alignment with short-term and long-term objectives of the FGH. This will
include overseeing all operations and business activities to ensure they are consistent with the overall
strategy and mission including ensuring fulfillment of the Cannabis Community Benefits program.
Chief Operations Officer (COO) David Garcia will be responsible for driving FGH to achieve and surpass
sales, profitability, cash flow and business goals and objectives. To do so, he will provide day-to-day
leadership, oversight and management to all departments; manage relationships with key distributors;
ensure each department meets goals and has necessary resources, and conduct regular meetings with
department heads; and attend cannabis networking and educational events to further industry relations.
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Alex Soriano will direct FGH’s financial planning; perform risk
management by analyzing the organization’s liabilities and investments; develop a reliable cash flow
process for purchase of cannabis inventory and to meet operating needs; ensure compliance with the cash
management program and IRC § 280E and timely payment of city, state, and federal taxes.
Director of Compliance and Human Resources Maria Valadez will design, implement, and manage FGH’s
regulatory compliance and human resources policies. Her responsibilities will include: creating educational
programs for training modules and benefit packages; conducting internal audits; keeping current with any
changes to rules and regulations; investigating and resolving compliance concerns or violations; acting as
liaison to governmental audits by the City of Oxnard and BCC; and overseeing METRC compliance.
Chief Technology Officer (CTO) Lenea Gutierrez will develop and implement systems, procedures and
documentation for IT resources, including POS. Ms. Gutierrez will develop procedures and controls to
ensure organization data is backed-up and stored at a secure location and test the back-up plan on a regular
basis; develop, implement, and monitor IT business continuity and disaster plans; ensure installation and
necessary updates of the POS system for all tablets; maintain IT security policies, standards, and guidelines
to ensure that the IT infrastructure is protected from external and internal security threats; and ensure
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compliance with all software licensing agreements. She will also oversee FGH’s Marketing Manager and
provide necessary support to develop and execute the brand marketing plan.
2.3.2.

Department Managers

Inventory Manager Andrea Hernandez will oversee the facility’s inventory and analyse FGH inventory on
a regular basis to meet demand and avoid surplus. Her duties will include: responding to notifications on
CCTT (METRC); organizing inventory to allow for efficient business flow and minimal loss; inventory
staff training; overseeing quality control inspection with respect to product labeling and packaging;
performing mandatory monthly audits of physical inventory and documenting any discrepancies; and
ensuring proper entry of inventory into Treez and CCTT (METRC).
Purchasing Manager Alex Orozco will oversee all cannabis and non-cannabis goods purchasing activity for
FGH; tracking inventory levels in coordination with the Inventory Manager; executing product pricing
strategy based on analysis of purchase price and market trends; maintaining records of purchase; and work
with the COO and Delivery/Dispensary Floor Managers on inventory levels and planning.
Delivery and Online Retail Manager Ricardo Hernandez will report to the COO and oversee FGH’s delivery
and online ordering operations. His responsibilities will include: managing and scheduling Phone
Budtenders and Delivery Drivers; ensuring all online and delivery orders are processed accurately,
efficiently and following state and local laws and internal guidelines; and recruiting and training drivers.
Dispensary Floor Managers will report to the COO, oversee scheduling of Budtenders and Verification
Clerks, manage sales activity and ensure daily retail compliance with policies and guidelines. During their
shifts, each Manager will ensure products are properly displayed and assist brand managers with events;
assist with training and ongoing education of Budtenders on products; ensure correct labels and pricing are
shown on the menus and shelves; and implement and oversee cash handling with respect to POS drawers.
Waylon Broussard will be FGH’s lead Dispensary Floor Manager.
Marketing Manager Corey Schwartz will report to the CTO. He will manage brand strategy across all
marketing channels and campaigns on all media platforms (digital, social, print, and web); create and
manage monthly content calendar for all social media platforms; ensure products are marketed property on
FGH’s website; identify key marketing and brand building opportunities such as partnerships, networking,
and influencers; and track current and ever-changing industry trends and practices across social media and
digital marketing.
2.3.3.

Non-Managerial Staff

Inventory Administrators (two) will report to the Inventory Manager. Duties will include: ensuring Main
Showroom displays are properly stocked, organized and presentable; communicating with the Purchasing
Manager on products that are running low and that need to be re-ordered; assisting with receipt of shipments
from distributors; scanning inventory into Treez and organizing product in the Storage Room; and assisting
the Inventory Manager with regular inventory audits to reconcile physical inventory with Treez.
Receiving/Processing Specialists (three) will receive inventory from distributors and conduct quality
control of received products; assist the Inventory Administrator with entering inventory into Treez; and
ensure the accuracy of inventory records, organizing and digitizing vendor records, COA’s, and shipping
manifests.
A Compliance Administrator will report directly to the Director of Compliance and Human Resources. He
or she will conduct and schedule education and training sessions with new and existing staff on current and
new regulations set forth by the BCC and the City of Oxnard; report any and all violations directly to the
Director of Compliance/Human Resources; coordinate rehabilitative retraining for employees; assist in
background checks and reference checks for new hires; and assist with orientations and employee benefits.
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An Accountant/Bookkeeper will report directly to the CFO and handle day-to-day finances for FGH.
Responsibilities will include: processing incoming invoices and outgoing payments (AP); perform general
day-to-day financial accounting and bookkeeping duties, including posting information to accounting
software and regularly reconciling accounts; processing payroll; obtaining necessary tax forms from new
distributors; performing reconciliations of bank accounts on a monthly basis; confirming cash receipts
reconcile with Treez; coordinating cash pickups with bank service, confirm deposits and record all cash
receipts; and monitoring vendor and customer aging reports for past due receivables and payables.
Budtenders (ten) will report to the Dispensary Floor Managers and work the Main Showroom floor.
Responsibilities include: guiding customers on suitable cannabis products based on their preferences,
budgets and needs; educating customers on safe use and dosing of their selected products; confirming
identification documents to ensure they are of legal age; processing customer orders and payments through
the Treez point of sale system; and cleaning the Main Showroom before, during and after customer hours.
Verification Clerks (four) will report to the Dispensary Floor Managers. Responsibilities will include:
checking in and verifying new and existing customers per Oxnard and BCC requirements; creating
customer profiles for new customers; answering customer questions or concerns when waiting in the Grand
Lobby to be seen by a Budtender in the Main Showroom; and ensuring the Grand Lobby is always clean
and organized.
Processor/Routers (three) will report to the Delivery and Online Retail Manager. Responsibilities will
include: processing and fulfilling delivery and retail pick-up orders, including making sure necessary entries
are made into Treez to show order progress; providing fulfilled orders to Delivery Drivers or Online
Ordering Clerk; and assigning orders to drivers before they leave the premises along with delivery
documents.
Online Ordering Clerks (two) will report to the Delivery / Online Retail Manager. Responsibilities will
include: greeting customers who place an in store pick-up order; verifying identification documents;
processing orders and payments through the Treez POS system; reviewing and confirming that correct
products have been fulfilled in each order; and ensuring the Online Retail Pickup Area is always clean and
organized.
Phone Budtenders (five) will report to the Delivery / Online Retail Manager. Responsibilities will include:
answering inquiries and taking orders from customers by phone, text or email; assisting customers with
questions about products; and guiding them through the initial age and identification verification process.
Delivery Drivers (seven) will report to the Delivery and Online Retail Manager. Responsibilities will
include: ensuring all state and local regulations and safety standards are followed; ensuring the correct
products are included with each order; that the delivery manifest accurately reflects the products in the
vehicle; loading all products and any cash in a locked secure box; and completing the delivery process.
Salesclerks (two) will work in the Merchandise Sales Room and report to Dispensary Floor Managers.
Responsibilities will include: monitoring and replenishing stock; operating register and POS system to
complete sales; reconciling daily sales at the end of each shift; processing any and all refunds, exchanges
or voids; and ensuring the Merchandise Sales Room is always clean and organized.
2.4.

Employee Policies & Procedures

Set forth below are the significant polices governing employees at FGH.
2.4.1.

Employee Screening and On-Boarding Process

FGH will hire only employees and Security Guards that are at least 21 years old. (CCR § 5031; OMC § 11480(H).) Each applicant for employment will agree to submit to a background check by FGH and submit
to fingerprinting and a background check by local law enforcement. (OMC §§ 11-455(D), 11-480(K).)
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Security personnel will not be employees of FGH but instead will be contracted through Cornwall Security.
Nevertheless, they will likewise need to be at least 21 years of age and licensed by the Bureau of Security
and Investigative Services. Before they seek to carry firearms, FGH will seek authorization by the Oxnard
Chief of Police. (CCR § 5045(a); OMC § 11-477(A)(14).)
2.4.1.a.

Background Checks

After making a conditional offer of employment, FGH will conduct a job-related background check,
consisting of prior employment verification, professional reference checks, education confirmation, and/or
criminal record and credit checks. Third-party services may be hired to perform these checks. Depending
upon the information gathered, our employment offer may be rescinded if the information provided by the
employee to FGH on their application turns out to be false.
2.4.1.b.

Orientation and Documentation

The Director of Compliance and Human Resources will handle all job offers, hiring and termination events.
The Compliance Administrator will handle the orientation, training and benefits paperwork. The
onboarding process will include a review of all eligible benefits of employment and certain elections and
execution of documentation.
Upon hiring, each employee shall be assigned a unique employee number by FGH that will allow FGH to
identify the employee on documents or records using the number rather than the full name of the employee.
(CCR § 5420(c).) All employees will be issued a plastic or laminated badge that each employee will be
required to wear at all times on the premises. The badge will contain: FGH’s doing-business-as name and
license number, the employee’s first name, the employee’s unique number, and a color photograph of that
employee.
All employees must successfully complete the initial two-week training program and obtain a work permit
from the City. (OMC § 11-455.) Employee work permits will be renewed annually. (OMC § 11-455(F).)
During orientation, each employee will be provided with a comprehensive Employee Handbook containing
company policies and instructed that a violation of any of those policies may result in discipline, up to and
including termination. The employee will be required to sign an acknowledgement that he or she has
reviewed the Employee Handbook and agrees to adhering to it.
2.4.2.

Employee Records

The Director of Compliance and Human Resources will maintain accurate personnel records for a minimum
of seven years for each employee, including tax verification forms; contract terms; training verification
documents; performance evaluations; drivers licenses; car insurance (for deliveries); disciplinary actions;
emergency contact information; a distinct employee number; access credentials; hire date; separation date;
reason for separation; salary, wage and benefit information; and results of background checks. With respect
to training records maintained by FGH, they will include the topics covered in the training, the training
content and the names of the employees who completed the training. The Director of Compliance and
Human Resources , in conjunction with an employee’s supervisor, will monitor employees with employee
reviews every 180 days and record those reviews in the employee’s file.
2.4.3.

Healthcare Benefits

Regular full-time employees will be eligible for health insurance benefits beginning the first day of the
month after a 30-day probationary period. The Company may contribute up to 100% of the premium for
each employee. If the employee wishes to have dependent coverage, the employee will be responsible for
all costs associated with dependent coverage. The premium balance will be deducted from the employee’s
paycheck. During the onboarding process, the Compliance Administrator will review other benefits with
each employee and any waiting period that is applicable.
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2.4.4.

Code of Conduct

The Code of Conduct prohibits any of the following activities, any violation of which may result in
discipline up to and including immediate termination:
1. Engaging in threatening acts or workplace violence includes but not limited to possessing firearms
or other weapons on FGH premises; fighting, assaulting, threatening or intimidating a co-worker,
customer or visitor;
2. Stealing, destroying, defacing, and misusing FGH property or another employee’s property,
misusing FGH communication systems including electronic mail, computers, Internet access and
telephones, or making knowing misstatements to other employees, management or customers
concerning dispensary operations;
3. Refusal to follow supervisor/manager’s instructions regarding job related matters or being
insubordinate;
4. The use of profanity, abusive language, and/or any undesirable conversations with
supervisors/managers, co-workers, customers or affiliates;
5. A violation of the FGH policies and prohibitions against drug, cannabis or alcohol use on or near
the premises.
These examples of unacceptable behavior are not intended to be an all-inclusive list. Any violation of
FGH’s policies or any conduct deemed inappropriate shall be judged at management’s discretion and will
subject the employee to disciplinary action.
2.4.5.

Anti-Harassment and Discrimination Policies

FGH is an equal-opportunity employer and all employment decisions will be made on a non-discriminatory
basis. Additionally, FGH is committed to providing a safe workplace for all individuals regardless of race,
age, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, or ability. FGH’s ownership and management team come
from diverse backgrounds and includes women and minorities, and FGH intends to build on that foundation
in its hiring practices to build a diverse staff that reflects the Oxnard community at large and foster an
environment where diverse participants can feel comfortable. FGH will construct the dispensary to meet
American Disabilities Act standards and will adapt to the needs of each individual employee to the best of
its ability.
FGH will not tolerate sexual harassment of any kind, and alleged violations will be taken seriously and
investigated. The Director of Compliance and Human Resources will monitor discrimination in the
workplace and immediately address any discovery of discrimination. FGH will train employees to identify
and report workplace discrimination in the context of two general categories: overt discrimination and
covert discrimination.
In compliance with SB 1343, all FGH employees will be required to take an online course on sexual
harassment and abusive prevention yearly, administered by an approved third-party provider. Nonmanagerial employees will be required to take a one (1) hour course and Management employees will be
required to take two (2) hours of training. The training and education required by this section shall include
information and practical guidance regarding the federal and state statutory provisions concerning the
prohibition against and the prevention and correction of sexual harassment and the remedies available to
victims of sexual harassment in employment.
2.4.6.

Drug-Free Workplace

FGH will explicitly prohibit the use, possession, solicitation for, or sale of narcotics, illegal drugs, alcohol
or prescription medication without a prescription on FGH premises or while performing work. Being
impaired or under the influence of legal or illegal drugs or alcohol away from the FGH premises, if such
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impairment or influence adversely affects the employee’s work performance, the safety of the employee or
of others, or puts FGH’s reputation at risk, will result in immediate job termination. FGH may ask
employees to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test at any time Management has cause to believe that an
employee may be under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or if the employee is involved in an on-the-job
accident or injury under circumstances that suggest the possible use or influence of drugs or alcohol in the
accident or injury event. If an employee is tested for drugs or alcohol outside of the employment context
and the results show a violation of this policy, or if an employee refuses a request to submit to testing under
this policy, the employee may be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, including discharge from
employment.
2.4.7.

Confidentiality

Employees will be required to enter into a non-disclosure agreement upon hire and will be trained that all
information gathered by, retained or generated by FGH is confidential. There shall be no disclosure of any
confidential information to anyone outside the company without the appropriate authorization. This
includes information concerning FGH operations, customers, employees, security and financial
performance. It is employees’ responsibility to safeguard all confidential information. Conversation of a
confidential nature must never be held within earshot of the public or clients. When any inquiry is made
regarding an employee or any former employee, the inquiry must be forwarded to the Director of
Compliance and Human Resources.
2.4.8.

Theft and Illegal Actions

All FGH employees will be trained to take the necessary steps to prevent theft and never leave products
unattended in the dispensary showroom. Any suspicious activity will be reported to the on-duty Dispensary
Floor Manager and/or the Security Guard on duty. If an employee witnesses an illegal action being
performed by a customer, the employee is responsible for notifying a Security Guard to address the
situation. The Security Guard will also contact law enforcement if needed. Such illegal actions can include:
taking product without payment; a customer purchasing cannabis product for underage persons; and
consumption of cannabis or alcohol at or near the premises.
Employees that commit theft, misappropriation, or unauthorized possession or use of property, products,
merchandise, documents, records or funds belonging to FGH or any client or employee will be terminated
immediately. Any employee convicted of any misdemeanor or felony offense shall be required to report
such conviction to FGH within three (3) days. FGH will evaluate whether the conduct underlying the
conviction makes the employee ineligible for employment, compromises any company policy, or otherwise
renders the employee unsuitable for continued employment and act accordingly.
2.4.9.

Visitor Policy

Employees will be prohibited from having social visitors at the workplace. And no employee, including
management, will be allowed to have a visitor on the premises that bypasses the below protocols. Any
visitor (non-customer) that seeks access to the dispensary or the inside of the premises must check in with
the Verification Clerk and show identification. See Section 4.2.4, for further details.
2.4.10. Resignations and Terminations
All employment with FGH is “at will” employment, except for certain management positions. Upon
separation of employment the employee is to remove their personal possessions. The employee will be paid
for all unused, vested PTO. Non-exempt employees are requested to provide a minimum of two (2) weeks
written notice of their intent to resign. Exempt employees are requested to provide a minimum of four (4)
weeks written notice.
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Figure 2: Floor Plan
The proposed Exiting Plan is indicated below. The length of the maximum travel distance is measured as 198
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CFP Engineering, LLC
Fire Protection Engineering

5.

NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY PLAN

FGH Management is heavily invested in and committed to the betterment of Oxnard, not just from a
business perspective but as community members themselves, and parents of children in the Oxnard School
District. This connection gives FGH unique insight into the needs of Oxnard and provides built-in
assurances that FGH Management will take all measures to ensure the dispensary does not annoy its
neighbors, and instead enhances the community and surrounding businesses.
FGH’s design and aesthetic will enhance the neighborhood. It emulates the appearance of stores selling
wellness products, not a typical cannabis store, and delivers the elevated shopping experience customers
have come to expect of other high-end consumer product stores in Oxnard. FGH wants to normalize the
cannabis shopping experience, so that it is welcoming and feels safe to its customers, rather than
intimidating or unusual, and wants the exterior experience to mirror that feel as well. Architect Jeff Zook
of Coastal Architects in Oxnard designed the dispensary to mirror the aesthetics of other contemporary
buildings in Oxnard. The intention is to make the FGH dispensary a landmark in Oxnard.
With that goal in mind, FGH is both invested in and incentivized to take all steps within its power to ensure
neither its dispensary nor its customers create disturbances or have negative impacts on our neighbors,
either in the renovation or operations phase. Below are some of the relevant polices we will employ to
achieve those results, as well as procedures for addressing specific concerns such as odor, responding to
complaints generally and ways FGH seeks to mitigate any negative consequences.
5.1.

Procedures for Proactively Addressing and Responding to Complaints

Set forth below are the procedures to be employed to mitigate concerns about noise, light and traffic, odor,
vehicle and pedestrian traffic, including security protocols and measures such as crime prevention through
environmental design, along with the steps FGH will take in response to complaints generally.
5.1.1.

Responding to Complaints Generally

If a customer, neighbor, or community member has a complaint or concern to register, it can be relayed by
telephone, email, letter or in person to the neighborhood liaison. There will be a dedicated email address
and phone number for such complaints. The Director of Compliance, Maria Valadez, will the designated
liaison for complaints and her name, telephone number and email address shall be posted on signs on the
interior and the exterior of the premises. In addition, FGH shall annually provide this information to all
neighboring businesses within 600 feet of the licensed premises (no residences are within 600 feet). These
communications will go beyond providing the required information but invite any neighboring businesses
to contact Ms. Valadez to proactively address concerns and ways to work together.
With respect to any complaint received by FGH, no matter the cause or source, the following procedures
will be followed:
1. The complaint in whichever manner received will be forwarded by the recipient to the Director of
Compliance with the appropriate sense of urgency, and staff training will address prioritization for
issues of safety.
2. The Director of Compliance will record the date and time of when the complaint was received; the
name, phone number, and email address of the complaining party; and a description of issue.
3. Within one business day, the Director of Compliance or another management team member will
review the complaint and, if necessary, reach out to the complaining party to discuss and get
additional information as needed. The response time will be shorter if the Complaint indicates
urgency based on safety or security issues.
4. The Director of Compliance will conduct an on-site inspection if an appropriate response to the
issue.
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5. The Director of Compliance will next ascertain whether the issue can be remediated immediately,
whether it requires assistance from Security or other Management personnel and formulate an
action plan.
6. If a resolution of the problem is not possible internally, the Director of Compliance will discuss
with the executive management team whether to contact the City Manager, the City of Oxnard
Police Department or other local agencies for assistance with a resolution.
7. Within 24 to 48 hours, the Director of Compliance will reach out to the other party and discuss the
resolution.
8. All complaints, actions, resolutions, and responsible parties will be documented on an internal
complaint log made available to the City Manager upon request.
The Director of Compliance on at least a monthly basis will discuss complaints with the CEO and COO to
evaluate whether any change to SOPs is advisable to mitigate future instances of the complaint.
5.1.2.

Noise

FGH’s location was selected in part due to its placement in an existing retail shopping center next to
Highway 101 and far from any residential neighborhood. As a result, the likelihood of noise complaints is
remote given the existing environment. During the construction phase, FGH’s contractor will conduct
demolition and heavy construction during only permitted hours and will accommodate business hours of
neighboring businesses to mitigate any potential issues relating to noise. Throughout the construction phase,
FGH will post a notice with contact information to make any noise complaints.
When the facility is operational, noise levels are not anticipated to be in excess of a standard retail shopping
center. Any ambient music playing in the Main Showroom, will be kept at low levels to ensure no noise
escapes the facility. The premise layout also provides a natural sound barrier by encapsulating potential
noise generating activity at the center. There will be no music played in the Grand Lobby or Waiting Areas
to ensure minimal noise escapes the facility each time the doors open.
No events will be held outside the dispensary to further limit the possibility of noise pollution to the
surrounding areas of the business. Security Guards and Management will routinely patrol the exterior and
parking lot to regulate loitering and potential noise related nuisances.
5.1.3.

Light

Because the proposed location is in an existing commercial shopping center with physical separation from
most of the other business and not located near any residences, it is unlikely FGH’s lighting will be a cause
of any neighbor complaints. FGH will design its lighting to meet security requirements, which is expected
to be consistent with other businesses in the area.
All exterior parking lot fixtures will be replaced with high-efficacy LED light fixtures with full cut-off
luminaries so that no light pollution encroaches beyond property lines. New parking lot trees will be up-lit
with landscape lighting for a dramatic nighttime effect. Exterior building mounted lighting and sidewalk
up-lighting is proposed to highlight key aspects of the exterior façade design including the art installation
and exterior signage. The lighting will not impede the adjacent businesses.
5.1.4.

Odor

We do not expect any detectable odors to escape the premises. Current cannabis packaging requirements
mandate that all cannabis goods be fully packaged and sealed prior to arriving at a cannabis dispensary. In
addition, our facility design as discussed throughout the application, location of cannabis goods and odor
control systems, lead to a full proof and controlled odorless environment. Detailed odor mitigation practices
are discussed in Section 4 below.
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If FGH receives a complaint relating to odor, and is not amenable to obvious or immediate resolution, the
following additional steps shall be taken:
1. The Dispensary Floor Manager will conduct an on-site inspection of all areas of the Storage Room
and retail floor, Main Showroom floor or any other areas where cannabis is located or stored, to
identify any obvious causes of the complaint.
2. Next, the Dispensary Floor Manager will conduct a visual inspection of the HVAC and air quality
system to ensure proper functionality.
3. If it is determined that the system is malfunctioning, the Dispensary Floor Manager will call the
equipment manufacturer for troubleshooting over the phone and if the problem cannot be resolved
in that way through a service call by the manufacturer to inspect the system.
4. If the system cannot be repaired, then the Dispensary Floor Manager will seek replacement parts
or equipment on an expedited basis.
5. Depending on the nature of the malfunction, and scope of odor emissions, and whether any
temporary solutions are available, the Dispensary Floor Manager in conjunction with the
Management team will evaluate whether to maintain regular store operations.
5.1.5.

Vehicle and Pedestrian Traffic

FGH’s location at Shopping at the Rose II is well-suited for a dispensary because it is an existing
commercial complex with sufficient infrastructure in place to accommodate commercial uses. The shopping
center has three separate entrances: one from Rose Avenue and two from Lockwood Street (see satellite
image in Sections 6.1. and 6.2). The existing property features ADA-compliant sidewalks leading from
both Rose Avenue and Lockwood Street to the proposed location.
FGH’s 21,250 SF business will be “overparked,” providing 129 parking spaces (see
parking diagram in Section 6.4.4), while
only required to provide 85 (one space per
250 SF per OMC § 11-485(M)). Of those,
14 will be converted to electric vehicle
charging stations. The location can handle a
great deal of customer flow without creating
any parking or vehicle problems. The
building was previously a big box retailer
(Office Max). Nevertheless, FGH intends to
address potential traffic problems in several
ways.
First, incoming deliveries from distributors will take place in the rear of the building in a Receiving Area
that is not visible from its neighbors. Shipments will be staggered to prevent any congestion in the rear of
the building. In fact, FGH decided to use the Receiving Area rather than the existing loading dock for
shipments to avoid any potential congestion with the Goodwill location next door, which receives numerous
drop-offs in the back of the building, but around the corner from FGH’s Receiving Area.
Second, FGH Security will monitor the parking lot to limit customer parking in neighboring lots, although
FGH and its neighbors have a reciprocal parking agreement. FGH Security personnel will be tasked with
monitoring vehicle traffic on an ongoing basis, both with security cameras and patrols, to anticipate and
alleviate any traffic-related issues. FGH will track traffic volumes and plans to contract with a Valet service
for times of peak traffic to assist customers, better direct traffic and be a good neighbor.
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Third, FGH will incentivize employees and customers to use public transportation, bicycles, scooters and
carpooling to minimize vehicle traffic flow, through the following strategies:
•

Adding extra bicycle and scooter racks for employees and customers, and promoting bicycle use
through Bike to Work Week and similar events;

•

Providing employees with preferred parking and monthly stipend for ride-sharing and carpooling
($100 for commuters and $40 for bicyclists per month);

•

Reimbursing employee costs for public transportation and promoting use of the Gold Coast Transit,
GoVentura, and Moovit apps;

•

Giving a discount to customers who use public transportation or a bicycle; and

•

Encouraging customers to try delivery service by offering them a first-time discount.

In terms of unusual pedestrian traffic in front of the dispensary, FGH plans to address that with the following
procedures:
•

The dispensary will be staffed to ensure peak hours are covered by an adequate number of
Verification Clerks and Budtenders to decrease wait time.

•

Our Grand Lobby has two ample Waiting Areas totaling 629 SF to allow 30 customers to wait
inside without spilling over to the surrounding areas.

•

The dispensary operations allow customers to shop without dedicated Budtenders, and will have
floating Budtenders available to process customer transactions, in an effort to mitigate wait times.

•

The dispensary will offer in-store pickup of orders placed in advance, and picked up in a separate
retail area, with dedicated parking spaces for those customers to encourage use of the service.

•

If a line ever forms outside the premises, additional security will be tasked with maintaining the
outside line to avoid impeding on pedestrian traffic.

•

Customers will not be permitted to loiter after completing their transaction and signs will be posted
explaining the local ordinance prohibiting loitering by persons outside the facility both on the
premises and within 50 feet of the premises.

•

Security will constantly monitor the exterior and parking area with video surveillance and, if
necessary, ask anyone loitering to leave the area.
5.1.6.

Security Protocols and Measures, Such as Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design

FGH’s facility design and landscape maintenance plans are infused with crime prevention best practices.
As discussed in Section 4 and below, the protocols and measures of our security plan are designed to
seamlessly blend into the premises and surrounding environment while also providing maximum crime
prevention.
5.1.6.a.

Building Design

The building shares common walls with BestBuy and Goodwill. The common walls are solid cement, and a
breach through these walls are highly unlikely. The front entrance faces south towards Lockwood Street.
The roof is accessible from inside the building only and roof hatch access is locked and is accessible only
to the building owners. All exterior doors are locked and are opened from the interior and always controlled
by the facility staff.
The Grand Lobby is where customers, staff and visitors will initially enter and exit the premises as a control
point before entering the Main Showroom or Online Order Pickup Area. The entry way to the Main
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Showroom and Online Order Pickup Area will be controlled via buzz-in functionality as required by City
of Oxnard regulations. All areas outside of the sales areas and Grand Lobby/Waiting Areas will be limited
access with keycard controls preventing any non-employee or approved visitor from entering. The flow of
persons from the exterior to the interior of the building and throughout the facility, with limited entry and
exit points, provides maximum crime prevention
5.1.6.b.

Landscaping

FGH will ensure that landscaping around the facility, front and rear, will be adequately maintained to ensure
proper compliance with all local ordinances and shopping area requirements. An equally important focus
of landscaping maintenance is to ensure that it does not block any camera view or provide cover for potential
criminal activity. To help deter potential crime, FGH will eloquently maintain all landscaping around the
facility to incorporate these environmental features into its crime prevention protocols and measures. Any
third party designated for landscaping maintenance will work closely with the facility Management and
Security staff to ensure the work meets internal protocols.

5.2.

Management Plan for Making A Positive Contribution Around the Location and
Avoiding Nuisance and Negative Impacts

FGH will implement the following a strategies and policies to avoid becoming a nuisance, and proactively
identify and prevent various possible causes of nuisance or negative impacts on its neighbors and the
surrounding community.
5.2.1.

Open Communication

FGH believes that creating a clear and defined portal for neighbors and community members to raise
concerns can prevent concerns from becoming complaints and avoid a sense of frustration by neighbors.
To that end, the FGH’s Director of Compliance Maria Valadez will be in regular communication with
neighboring businesses in the Shopping at the Rose II center, through periodic owner meetings, to get
feedback on issues, concerns or complaints.
Vanessa Hernandez (CEO) and Maria Valadez (Director of Compliance) shall each be designated as
Emergency Contacts to whom emergency notice can be provided by the City at any time of day. (OMC
§ 11-480(F).) Maria Valadez will also be the appointed Community Relations Liaison to field concerns and
comments about FGH’s business. Her contact information will be posted outside the premises and online,
provided to all businesses within 600-feet, and to the Oxnard Police Department and Fire Department. FGH
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will hold regular meetings with the City of Oxnard Inter-Neighborhood Council and North East
Communities prior to opening doors to address any areas of concern. FGH expects that the coordination
and collaboration with neighbors, Police and Fire will foster a positive working relationship.
5.2.2.

Management of Customers, Employees and the Facility

The facility renovation will incorporate materials and improvements intended to mitigate nuisance issues,
such as light leakage or excess noise within and outside the facility, and the implementation and regular
maintenance of a carbon filtration system to control odor so cannabis cannot be smelled from the outside
the premises, as discussed in Section 5.4. In addition, and in connection with the facility renovation, and
ongoing management of the facility, FGH will do the following to further mitigate any potential nuisances
from its employees, customers or the premises itself:
1. Task Security and the Dispensary Floor Manager with identifying and eliminating any odors or
nuisance activities taking place in the immediate vicinity of the facility;
2. Immediately identify and service overheated air handlers or light ballasts;
3. Prohibit smoking of any kind or alcohol use in or near the facility;
4. Prohibit cannabis use inside and around the outside of the building through Security and post “No
smoking, ingesting or consuming” signs on each entrance;
5. Deter customers from parking in other businesses’ designated parking spots;
6. Comply with signage restrictions set forth in OMC §11-480(G), including not featuring cannabis
imagery from the exterior or any logos or information about products or services offered, and no
live advertising;
7. Ensure no cannabis products are visible from the exterior;
8. Install security cameras to monitor the parking lot and have Security personnel conduct routine and
dynamic patrols of the parking lot and the area outside the entrance to the premises to prevent and
respond to potential issues;
9. Post signs advising customers that no loitering is permitted within a 50-foot radius around the
premises and have Security reinforce with patrols (OMC §§ 11-485(E), 11-480(L));
10. Prohibit diffusion of any cannabis or cannabis scent in the premises (CCR § 5025(f));
11. Regularly maintain landscaping;
12. Immediately remediate any broken lights in the parking lot; and
13. Identify any vandalism or graffiti on the building, remediate within 24-hours and contact the City
of Oxnard GAP Hotline as well as the Oxnard Police Department.
These nuisance-prevention measures will be part of the general employee training discussed in Section
2.1.2.a. and each employee will understand they play a role in ensuring compliance with the above rules
and policies.
The Compliance Administrator and lead Dispensary Floor Manager will have weekly meetings with
Security personnel to address and mitigate any ongoing nuisance issues and, if applicable, proposed changes
to policies.
Any customer that repeats any violation of the above policies or generally engages in nuisance behavior
will be refused entry to the dispensary.
The Security Plan (Sections 4.2.5 and 4.5) addresses in more detail video surveillance and other measures
taken to address potential nuisance issues, including the use of discrete “dome” security cameras on exterior
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walls which will provide 180° coverage in high-definition while being smaller and less obtrusive than other
conventional cameras.
5.2.3.

Mitigation of Negative Environmental Impacts

FGH is guided by the City of Oxnard 2030 General Plan Goals and Energy Action Plan of 2013, to “Achieve
maximum practical energy performance in existing buildings and infrastructure.” To that end, FGH will
operate in a manner that is ecologically sustainable, both for its own sake, and the sake of its community
and neighbors.
This will start with the premises remodel, which will incorporate multiple strategies to reduce the overall
impact to the environment, including highly efficient energy, lighting, and HVAC systems, as well as,
water-saving retrofits to existing plumbing fixtures. Exterior landscaping will be irrigated with drip systems
and sub-terranean irrigation methods where feasible. Exterior parking lot surfaces, when repaired or
replaced, will be done with permeable surfaces to naturally store water and reduce run-off.
Employees will be educated and required to recycle and reduce waste at the workplace. The eco-friendly
Employee Lounge will use energy efficient dishwasher, and real dishes, cups and utensils to reduce landfill
waste. We will have a hydration station where employees can refill their reusable water bottles with Oxnard
water. The breakroom will have three separate bins clearly marked for trash, recycling and compost.
FGH’s office will use energy efficient copiers with remote access to allow multiple users and eliminate the
need for individual printers.
FGH will seek to become “Green Certified” pursuant to the Ventura County “Green Business Program”,
and incorporate the following “green” elements:
•

Electric vehicle charging stations

•

Bicycle parking to encourage non-motorized transportation

•

Addition of shade trees in the parking lot to reduce heat island effect

•

Solar Volatic panels to offset lighting usage

•

Waterless urinals and low flow plumbing fixtures

•

Exceed Title 24 Energy and Envelope requirements by minimum of 15%

•

Low VOC materials, adhesives paints and coatings

•

Flooring materials with recyclable content

•

Regional sourced materials whenever possible

•

HVAC system with programmable thermoset checked regularly for accuracy.
5.2.4.

Positive Contribution in and Around the Location

FGH’s good neighbor policy focuses on more than not being a nuisance to it’s neighbors and surrounding
area; rather, we seek to be a key player in revitalizing the Rose II Shopping Center economically and
aestheically as well as from a broader safety perspective. By attacting more foot traffic from diverse sectors,
FGH can drive more consumer traffic and improve the economic prospects of the surrounding businesses.
The businesses in the Shopping at the Rose II center have been hurting financially, especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and would surely benefit from FGH as its neighbor. In fact, one parcel in the
shopping center (formerly Baby’s R’ Us) has been vacant for nearly three years, and another business is on
the verge of bankruptcy. Thus, FGH’s very presence and ability to attract hundreds of new customers daily
will surely have a positive economic impact on its immediate neighbors.
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Because FGH will employ heightened security measures including external security cameras and a security
staff partrolling the vicinity, this will deter crime in the area, vandalism and loitering.
FGH will also bring dozens of new jobs to the community, given its commitment to hiring at least 75%
Oxnard residents.
FGH will also be improving the surrounding community through its environmental initivatives (discussed
in the preceding section), which seek to encourage use of public transportation, and mimimize use of limited
resources and energy consumption.
Our dedicated Education Center will serve as community meeting space for local organizations, wellness
center, cannabis education, and job training center for this growing industry. (See Section 7.3).
FGH will also be contributing towards the community by providing volunteer activities and support of local
non-profits. As noted in Section 2, FGH allows employees one paid day off per month for volunteer activity.
Through those efforts, FGH will continue its partnerships with the Boys and Girls Club of Greater Oxnard
and Port Hueneme, Oxnard City Corps, Oxnard PAL, DRAGG, Mission Fish, Lideres Campesinas,
MICOP, CSUCI, Ventura County Rescue Mission, Surfrider Foundation and the Wishtoyo Chumash
Foundation (among other) oganizations that work on city cleanup efforts, support Oxnard Youth, provide
food to the needy, support farm workers and other causes important to our leadership team.
Once a week, we will organize employees and managers to help clean up the immediate parking lot area,
identify any graffitti that needs removing, and other potential nuiasances. FGH will organize coordinated
food, clothing, and toy drives throughout the year with it’s business neightbors. All items collected will be
donated to local charities such as our neighbors at Goodwill. In addition, we will coordinate with our
neighbors at Goodwill to subsidize shopping experiences of select individuals in need once per quarter up
to an amount to be decided at a later time.
5.3.

FGH’s Rationale For Its Retail Location

FGH chose its location in large part because it naturally mitigates a great deal of potential negative
consequences given it is in an established shopping center in a commercial area already accustomed to
traffic, has no residential neighbors within ¼ mile of the location and has easy highway access. None of the
immediately neighboring business in FGH’s shopping center are geared towards children or teenagers. FGH
has access to more than ample parking. The location is also naturally secure since it has limited doors and
windows, is bordered on the rear by Highway101, and has buildings on either side which all provide natural
security barriers. Furthermore, the area in the rear provides a safe means of receiving deliveries without
creating either traffic or safety issues.
FGH also chose the location because of its anticipated customer flow and the ease of access to customers
given its proximity to Highway 101 and other major roads. According to 2018 demographic information,
there are approximately 116,000 persons who live or work within a 3-mile radius of the FGH premises, and
260,000 persons who live or work within a 5-mile radius. In addition, the location is adjacent to several
existing retail stores (as shown on the satellite image on the next page) – including BestBuy, Golden Corral
Buffett & Grill and Circle K gas station in the Shopping at the Rose II Center and nearby Costco and
Walmart - which currently generate average daily traffic of 54,300 persons on Rose Avenue and 22.000 on
Gonzales Road. Highway 101 will separately generate 134,000 daily car traffic visible to permitted signage
advertising the location.
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5.4.

Odor Mitigation

FGH seeks to minimize or prevent offensive levels of cannabis odor that may result from FGH facility
operations. FGH anticipates cannabis odors to be negligible or non-existent based on the fact that no
manufacturing, packaging, or cultivation activities are occurring on the premises, and no harmful
substances will be used in FGH business activities. Any remaining cannabis odor will be addressed by this
FGH odor mitigation plan utilizing state of the art heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and
carbon filtration air systems as described below.
FGH’s facility design provides additional benefits for odor mitigation. All areas that can contain cannabis
and cannabis products are closer to the center of the 2,000+ square foot facility. As a result, any potential
odor must travel through numerous physical barriers before nearing an external door.
5.4.1.

Identification of Potential Odor Sources

All cannabis products will arrive pre-packaged in sealed containers as State law requires. This will naturally
mitigate or eliminate any onsite odors released from cannabis products. No cannabis, cannabis product, or
cannabis vapor will be released or used on the premises. Thus, the only potential sources of odor from the
premises is from sealed cannabis goods, and display items, either in (a) the Receiving Inventory Room,
Processing Room and Storage Rooms or (b) the Main Showroom area. No cannabis products will be on
display in the Online Retail Pickup Area, and no cannabis products will be located on any other part of the
premises.
In the Main Showroom, all products on display will be locked behind glass cases. As discussed in Section
1.6.1.e, Bud Pods containing flower samples will be on display, but the pods will allow rotation of the air
vents to limit odor exposure.
In the Receiving Inventory, Processing Room and Storage Rooms, all products will remain in sealed
packaging. The Cannabis Waste barrel in the Storage Room will remain locked and sealed except when in
use.
5.4.2.

Odor Control Devices and Techniques

FGH will ensure cannabis is not detectable outside its business using industry-standard techniques
described below. If odor is reported to be emanating from the business at any time, FGH will immediately
find and remediate the cause. Interior doors to areas storing cannabis products will remain closed and will
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be open only when necessary to access inventory. To further control the potential odor of cannabis products,
the inventory Storage Room will be temperature controlled and maintained at lower temperatures. Product
freshness and colder temperatures help preserve product quality and limit potential odor release.
FGH will have licensed HVAC contractors to design, install and maintain its systems to industry standards
and best practices, which will be inspected by Oxnard City staff. The Company will retain installation,
operational, maintenance and repair records and produce them to the City upon request. Notice of any
modification to the odor control system or protocols will be given to the City within 30 days of the
modification.
Prior to commencing operations, all HVAC equipment will be reviewed and certified by a professional
HVAC engineer or a certified industrial hygienist as sufficient to effectively mitigate offensive odors,
specifically, cannabis odors.
5.4.2.a.

Negative Air Pressure

The building’s HVAC system will also ensure that no odors escape into the surrounding area by creating a
“negative air pressure” environment in the building. A negative air pressure system will force air into the
building when any doors open. This will ensure no odors escape the facility by sucking air into the facility
as opposed to allowing air to be pushed out of the facility. The negative air pressure system will be
controlled by energy-efficient, high CFM (cubic feet per minute) inline exhaust fans connected to carbon
filters.

5.4.2.b.

Air Treatment Systems

Air inside the facility will be filtered, exhausted and replaced with fresh air approximately ten air changes
per hour. Areas where cannabis is stored or where odors are present will be constructed to be sealed from
adjacent locations and isolated for air filtration. Air exhausted from the facility will be “scrubbed” by inline
carbon filters, and incoming air will be filtered with pleated carbon filters attached to the packaged rooftop
units along with MERV 10 systems. Clean air is odor free but is also beneficial for the health of our

employees and customers. FGH’s efficient HVAC system will also provide the ventilation needed to reduce
the spread of COVID-19 as HEPA filters will capture human generated viral particles associated with
SARS-CoV-2.
The filtration system will use a combination of pleated pre-filers, anti-bacterial, high-efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filters; activated carbon filters, followed by pleated after-filers. (See image above). The above
combination results in an exhaust air filtration system with odor control that prevents internal odors from
being emitted externally and optimizes respiratory air quality. Air will pass through MERV 10, which filters
about 80% of the indoor particulate. This is the most efficient when partnered with powerful HVAC system,
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by allowing proper airflow without overworking the unit for potential malfunction. Air will continue
through HEPA filter for 99% particulate removal, followed by 112lbs of Carbon to scrub and capture smells
and impurities. Carbon filtration is the most effective method of controlling cannabis odor. Activated
carbon is the industry standard for the elimination of cannabis odor. Lastly, air will pass through a MERV
10 after-filter to ensure maximum absorption of any remaining particulates. The discharged air is clean and
odor free. This system will be designed to emphasize areas where cannabis is stored with additional HEPA
filters.
Hourly, each room where cannabis is stored or displayed will be purged to remove odor accumulating air
and allow fresh air into the environments. All odor-accumulating air that is being purged will pass through
fans and carbon filters for a final scrub before being exhausted into vestibule areas of the facility. The
general atmosphere in rooms where cannabis is not being stored or displayed will be scrubbed for odor and
bacteria periodically.
5.4.3.

Staff Training and System Maintenance for Odor Control

FGH employees will be trained on best practices to reduce odor emissions, both initially and on an ongoing
basis. The initial two-week training program for all employees (Section 2.1.2.a) will include a module on
the air quality system and odor reporting procedures and prohibitions on the use of cannabis or any diffusion
of cannabis vapor on the premises. The specialized training for Budtenders (Section 2.1.2.b) will include a
module on handling of cannabis Bud Pods to reduce ambient emission of flower odor. The specialized
training for Inventory personnel will reinforce the importance of keeping cannabis products sealed and in
their original packaging and in designated areas such as the Storage Room where the carbon filtration
system is reinforced. Management training for the Dispensary Floor Managers, Inventory Manager,
Compliance Administrator and COO will provide basic education on the HVAC and carbon filtration
system, maintenance and troubleshooting.
All employees will be reminded to not smoke on or near the premises; not use air fresheners, scented
candles, scented personal care products or other scented materials; not bring animals (except service
animals) into the building; not eat or drink outside the break room; discard all waste in the appropriate
containers; and not use portable air-cleaning or ozone-generating devices. All employees will be trained to
detect and report unacceptable odor levels both inside and outside of the facility.
When shipments of cannabis are received and inspected, Inventory personnel will be trained to utilize
extraordinary precautions to combat offensive odorous emissions, such as using special cleaning products
containing enzymatic catalysts applied to surface areas and disbursed in the ambient air space.
At least once per day during regular operating hours, the Dispensary Floor Manager will sample the air
outside of the premises air exhaust location using a state-of-the-art olfactometric measuring and
quantification device to ensure that no odors are detectable. If offensive levels of odors are detected, all air
filtration equipment will be inspected to determine if maintenance or replacement is required. All fans will
be inspected visually each week to ensure proper functionality. All carbon filters will be replaced according
the manufacturers recommendations or quarterly, whichever occurs sooner. FGH will log and maintain
accurate records of all HVAC, service, repairs and replacements to ventilation and odor mitigation systems
and will retain records for at least three years.
The Dispensary Floor Manager shall have daily responsibility for monitoring and ensuring the effective
operation of the odor management system, including regularly inspecting and verifying the system is
operating properly, both visually, and otherwise. These inspections will be recorded and maintained. In the
event a problem with the system or odor is detected, the Dispensary Floor Manager shall contact the
engineer responsible for system maintenance to request an immediate service call. Records of such service
calls shall also be recorded and maintained and made available to the City of Oxnard and Ventura County
Department of Public Health.
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Regular pad and filter cleaning, maintenance of the equipment, and (if necessary) replacement will occur
to decrease the accumulation of any odor causing build-up. CleanLeaf Model is a plug and play, easy to
use system where staff can simply replace filters as needed. The maintenance of the equipment will strictly
follow manufacturer recommendations, schedules and protocols and be recorded by FGH.
5.4.4.

Waste Management Plan

Cannabis goods that have expired, become defective, been returned, spoiled, used as a display or become
contaminated are subject to disposal in accordance with CCR § 5054. Per CCR § 5049(b)(7), the Inventory
Manager shall record the following information whenever cannabis products are disposed:
•

The UID, Batch and name of the product being destroyed;

•

The quantity and/or weight of the product being destroyed;

•

The name of the employee performing the destruction or disposal;

•

The reason for the disposal or destruction; and

•

The entity disposing of the cannabis waste.

Cannabis products for disposal will be converted into waste at FGH’s premises. As part of the waste process
all cannabis goods will be removed from its packaging to ensure cannabis products are rendered
unrecognizable and unusable. To make cannabis products unusable and unrecognizable, they will be
combined with shredded paper and cardboard at a minimum of 50/50 ration of cannabis products to waste
material by weight. (CCR § 5054.) Waste will be secured in the Storage Rooms, which is a limited access
area, and stored separate from the products for sale to avoid any possible contamination. All waste will be
removed by a solid waste hauler, Easy Waste Management.
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6. LOCATION
6.1.

Description of Proposed Retail Location

The proposed location for FGH is 2320 North Rose Avenue (“Site”). The 23,500 SF building is within
Shopping at the Rose II, a large retail center constructed in 1996 adjacent to Highway 101. Previously, the
Site was an Office Max and is currently a costume shop.
The Site abuts BestBuy and Goodwill (see satellite image below). Also located in this area of the shopping
center (to the East of image below) is a vacant retail space with an adjacent parking lot. BestBuy is the
anchor tenant in this shopping area, with a significant daily traffic because of its proximity to Highway 101.
The nearest cross‐streets are North Rose Avenue and Lockwood Street.

6.1.1.

Proposed Renovations

The existing building will be renovated into a 21,250 SF retail dispensary and community Education Center.
Proposed design aesthetics encourage sustainable development. This aesthetic will be an organic
contemporary design with an emphasis on natural and recycled materials throughout, including wood,
stone, grasses and natural earth, glass, and steel component. Materials and elements will be chosen to reduce
the need for heating and cooling. The renovation includes all new interior walls, ceilings, doors, floor, and
wall finishes, new high‐end restrooms, and complete lighting and mechanical systems for a high‐end, state
of the art facility. Interior environments will be user-friendly with large interior glass panels to aid in
orientation and navigation throughout the space.
6.1.2.

Exterior Design Concepts
6.1.2.a.

Existing Façade

Exterior façade improvements will echo the interior design aesthetic with an organic contemporary
approach through the use of simple selections of wood, stone, steel and vibrant landscaping elements.
Colors and finishes will be more of a natural palette consisting of browns and grays. Finish materials for
both interior and exterior elements will be sourced from local resources whenever possible. In addition, a
portion of the exterior will be set-aside for an artistic installation to promote the arts in Oxnard. The
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proposed art installation will serve to create a welcoming experience, support local artists, add color and
vibrancy and increase economic vitality by being an attractive destination for customers and tourists.
Signage will adhere to the Shopping at the
Rose II and City of Oxnard signage
guidelines and criteria. Simple, yet high
quality extruded metal letters with a
gentle backlight will elevate over an
extended steel beam header.

6.1.3.

Interior Design Concepts
6.1.3.a.

Grand Lobby

FGH’s proposed design is an original concept and will be unique to Oxnard rather than a reused template
previously developed for other municipalities. The entry lobby will be expansive yet inviting, with 25-foot
ceilings featuring galvanized suspended metal lights and abstract tree towers with small pin lights
throughout. The back wall will be a large glass curtain wall with stained glass panes harmonious with the
main product theme found in the showroom just beyond.

Rendering of Grand Lobby
Situated in front of the large hexagon mosaic tile backsplash wall in an Argentinian blue tone will be a
reception desk to welcome and check-in customers as they enter. The large entry lobby is flanked by two
waiting room for customers to wait comfortably until they are called to explore the Main Showroom. While
waiting, multiple opportunities and exhibits will be provided for education about TCH and CBD, including
previewing the list of menu items on stationary iPad stations along the walls.
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6.1.3.b.

Main Showroom

The retail Main Showroom is yet another experience itself; a large, tall space is punctuated by a modern
faux wood beam ceiling and a variety of sizes of hexagons in thematic colors representative of the major
product categories. Customers will also be able to browse products in specialized display cases along the
wall highlighting premium product selections. Ceilings will be constructed with several interconnected
series of hexagonal panels suspended from above in a variety of materials including acoustic absorptive
components.

Renderings of Retail Showroom
The customer experience in this state‐of‐the‐art retail dispensary will be like no other and will immerse the
customer in a relaxing, educational, and informative environment. The main categories of products will be
color coded for ease of navigation and simplistic user intuition.
6.1.4.

Environmental Sustainability

FGH’s design concept will incorporate sustainable materials wherever possible. Additionally, all new
plumbing fixtures will be low‐flow fixtures which meet or exceed CalGreen - green building standards
code. Urinals will be waterless. Exterior landscaping will be irrigated with drip systems and subterranean
irrigation methods where feasible. Exterior parking lot surfaces, when repaired or replaced, will be done
with permeable surfaces to help naturally filter store water, reduce run‐off to catch basins and flood
channels and maintain underground water resources.
All lighting will utilize high-efficacy LED bulbs and automatic sensors (when permitted) to extinguish
lights during periods of inactivity or when natural daylighting exceeds certain thresholds. All appliances
are proposed to be Energy-Star rated whenever possible. All exterior parking lot fixtures will be replaced
with high-efficacy LED light fixtures with full cut-off luminaries so that no light pollution encroaches
beyond property lines. New parking lot trees will be up lit with LED landscape lighting for a dramatic
nighttime effect. Exterior building mounted lighting and sidewalk up-lighting is proposed to highlight key
aspects of the exterior façade design including the art installation and exterior signage.
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6.1.5.

Parking Lot Landscaping

The existing parking lot will be planted with low water use grasses and other plant materials for irrigation
efficiency to reduce water consumption and protect the City’s water supply. Landscaping islands can also
be used to organically filter excess stormwater in a rain event to avoid pollution of downstream water
bodies. In addition, a proposed solar array to offset electrical costs and electric car charging stations to
accompany this high-end retail dispensary will be developed in order to reduce our overall need for
traditional carbon-base power and utilize renewable energy sources when feasible.
In addition, larger bicycle parking area will be provided together with charging ports for electric bicycles
to encourage customers to use alternate transportation methods.
6.2.

Zoning and Sensitive Use Compliance

Per the 2030 General Plan, the zoning for the premises is
Business Research Park with General Commercial (C2)
designation. Applicant has obtained a zoning verification
letter demonstrating compliance with zoning and
sensitive use requirement, which is submitted with its
application. The Site is compliant with OMC § 11473(B) and OMC § 11-473(D)(1).
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Proposed Site Mapped Cannabis Ordinance Overlay

6.3.

Site Photographs
6.3.1.

Front (Street Facing Side)

The pictures above depict the front of the existing FHG premises and parking area.
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6.4.

Premises Site Diagrams
6.4.1.

Site Plan Overview
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6.4.1.a.

Site Plan
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6.4.4.

Parking Plan

FGH’s 21,250 SF business will be “over-parked,” providing 129 parking space (see parking plan below),
while only required to provide 85 (one space per 250 SF per OMC § 11-485(M)). Of those, 14 will be
converted to electric vehicle charging stations.

6.4.4.a.

Driveway Locations

The shopping center has three separate entrances from public roads: one from Rose Avenue and two from
Lockwood Street, which are indicated below.

6.4.4.b.

Auxiliary Buildings

There are no auxiliary buildings on the Site.
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7. CANNABIS COMMUNITY BENEFITS
7.1.

Plan Overview

FGH is passionate about community involvement. Its Management team has a long track record of working
with and supporting local non-profits and other charitable causes in Oxnard and surrounding communities,
through financial contributions, volunteering and other efforts. Community involvement is an essential
component of FGH’s business model and we have incorporated the City Council’s Strategic Priorities
(improving quality of life, organizational effectiveness, and economic development, and effective use of
infrastructure and natural resources) into FGH’s Cannabis Community Benefits program.
As Oxnard residents, and through our discussions with the City
Council, we have a unique vantage point in understanding what our
city would benefit from. Accordingly, FGH’s mission is to provide
financial, volunteering and other means of support to a number of
non-profits that are focused on helping at-risk youths, veterans, farm
workers, senior citizens, domestic violence victims, the homeless
and local beach clean-up. To that end, and as detailed below, FGH
has partnered with over 15 organizations local to Oxnard.
FGH plans to provide direct financial support of 1% of gross
revenue to these local organizations (in addition to the required 1%
gross revenue donation to the City) as well as other Oxnard
initiatives discussed herein. The chart at left depicts how this total
final contribution will be allocated annually. FGH estimates this 1%
contribution to its non-profit partners will amount to between $112,000 to $163,000 annually in the first 3
years of operation. When combined with the mandatory 1% gross revenue donation, that will amount to a
total charitable contribution by FGH of between $225,000 to $325,000 annually.
We will also donate 1000 hours of employee time as volunteers annually to support our non-profit partners
and City events, hire at least 75% of staff from City residents and provide the community and non-profits
with access to our education and event space. In addition, as discussed in Section 7.3, FGH is mounting a
Cannabis Youth Prevention project to educate Oxnard teens against the dangers of cannabis use, led by
local High School teacher Jamie Moreno.
Because certain community resources such as parks and recreation areas which need financial assistance
may be unable to accept funds directly from cannabis companies given the federal status of cannabis, FGH
has formed Sugar Beets Foundation, Inc., a California non-profit, to serve as the vehicle to fund certain of
these local projects. Sugar Beets Foundation’s Board consisting of Herbert Mitchell and other local
community members unaffiliated with FGH will help FGH decide which projects to fund.
7.2.

Local Hiring

In addition to the executive and senior management teams who are local to Oxnard, FGH is focused on
being a local employer by bringing well-paying jobs, at all levels, to the community. FGH’s goal is to hire
100% of its staff locally from the city of Oxnard. In our opinion, the more local the employee is to our
commercial cannabis business, the better. FGH believes in community and knows that if we hire from the
community, we will not only provide support but we will also receive support. With this belief, FGH has
set an internal target of hiring at least 50% of employees from within a 5-mile radius of the store, and as
close to 100% local employment as possible. We understand that it may not be possible so we will ensure
that at least 75% of staff will be City of Oxnard residents and given our proud Oxnard heritage, FGH is
confident that we can meet those goals. Based on our due diligence, there is no expected shortage of talent
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locally as many industries in Oxnard have a natural path to cannabis operations, including retail, pharmacy,
cosmetics, big-box retail, transportation, and warehousing.
FGH will employ 50 to 60 employees at its facility with most being full-time employees. As FGH
approaches its opening, we will engage with the following agencies in our search:
Oxnard Career and Resource Fair
Ventura County Veteran Job Fair
Latino Business Expo
City of Oxnard Job Fair
Aerotek, at 2751 Park View Ct #221, Oxnard, California 93030
America’s Job Center of California, at 2901 N. Ventura Rd. 3rd floor, Oxnard, California 93036
Green Flower Media, Inc.
FGH will also work closely with the local Union (UFCW 770) to help identify prospective local hires. FGH
will also conduct a local job fair, open to City of Oxnard residents only, while observing any applicable
public health and safety code requirements dictated by COVID-19.
FGH’s local hiring plan is not only about hiring local but also about respecting our community and our
employees. Our salaries will be competitive and benefits ROBUST. According the Census Bureau, the City
of Oxnard’s per capita income in the past 12 months (in 2019 dollars) was $23,955. FGH estimates that the
lowest paying full-time position created will earn a minimum of $33,280, which is roughly 30% more than
the per capita income estimates for the City. Employees will also have opportunities for growth and
professional skills development and participate in broad benefits packages.
The City of Oxnard and our future local employees will have the best-in-class, hyper local focused cannabis
employer in the industry. We want our employees to know collectively, FGH is a team, a family, a
community that extends past our four walls and reaches not only the customers but the residents of Oxnard.
7.3.

Youth Cannabis Use Prevention

FGH is committed to preventing youth access to cannabis and educating the public on safe age-appropriate
use. To that end, local High School Athletic Director and FGH Advisory Board member Jaime Moreno’s
main function will be to evaluate FGH’s marketing and messaging with a view towards youth prevention.
Given Mr. Moreno’s dual educator/coach role, it affords him a unique relationship with students to solicit
genuine ideas on how to reduce inappropriate use.
In addition, Mr. Moreno with FGH’s full support and resources, will launch a two-part program to combat
illicit teen use of cannabis. The program will function in collaboration with the Oxnard Police Department
and will have two components, the first of which is to encourage teenagers to identify alternative options
to generate endorphin highs. FGH will devote resources to create social media video about positive teenage
news around Oxnard and commit at least $7,500 annually toward this effort.
In addition, Mr. Moreno has identified Hip Hop Music and Dance as two trending activities that can help
divert teens from pursuing cannabis use, so FGH has provided financial support to Hip Hop MindSet and
the Oxnard PAL, both of which offer after-school programs. Mr. Moreno is currently seeking an afterschool music program to support such as Inlakech and recently proposed City of Oxnard Music program.
The second component of Mr. Moreno’s program is to promote awareness on the harms of teen cannabis
use. To that end, Mr. Moreno and FGH will coordinate with the Oxnard Police Department for creation and
dissemination of content showing the raw impact of underage use. This strategy will emulate
Every15minutes.com, which has demonstrated meaningful impact in the high school community.
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7.4.

Community Education and Event Space

The retail location will have a dedicated 900 sf event space that FGH will use for educational purposes and
make available to the community as a meeting place for organizations that do not have a facility to conduct
regular member meetings. In addition, we hope to sponsor events and programs of general interest to the
community, including the following:
•

Board Certified Physicians and other professionals will be invited to educate the community on the
safe use of medicinal cannabis;

•

Certified and trained personnel will discuss safety of cannabis use, such as proper storage around
children and pets, and the effects of driving under the influence; and

•

Holistic wellness and meditation sessions to nourish the soul and relax the mind.

FGH also hopes to use this training center to create a job-training and local hiring ecosystem. FGH will
provide in-depth training for individuals seeking to become expert-certified “Budtenders.” Developing this
diverse, skilled cannabis workforce in Oxnard will not only contribute to local hiring for the FGH location
but also for the other cannabis retail locations throughout Oxnard.
7.5.

Support of Local Non-Profits

FGH’s executive Management has already led its community by example. As discussed in Section 1,
FGH’s CEO Vanessa Hernandez has a long history of philanthropy through volunteering, donating, and
raising funds in Oxnard. Most recently, Vanessa began working to assist migrant farm workers in Ventura
County, bringing education and other resources to essential farm workers during the COVID-19 crisis. Alex
Soriano and his wife, Griselda Soriano (pictured below at Holiday gala in 2019), are long-time supporters
of the Boys and Girls Club of Greater Oxnard and Port Hueneme and MICOP. They have donated
thousands of dollars and volunteer hours over the years.
Similarly, Andrea Hernandez and her daughter were active participants in
Boys and Girls Club events over the years as well as beneficiaries of its
services. David Garcia, Lenea Gutierrez, and Maria Valadez are regular
volunteers at our local beach cleanups and recently spearheaded the local
toy drive for the Santa to the Sea Toy Run raising 500 toys for the most
in need.
FGH has and will continue to be committed to philanthropy in the Oxnard
community. As detailed below, FGH has already begun efforts to provide
financial and other means of support to local non-profit organizations. As
residents, we have a unique pulse on the city’s needs firsthand as we
actively listen the cries of our community and stories shared by our
children about their observations in and around their school. Many of our
neighbors are without, which is why devoting our resources to helping the
homeless and food drives is critical. FGH’s mission is to have a positive impact in our community including
assisting our youth, first responders/Veterans, indigenous community, domestic violence victims, the
homeless and protecting our environment. Below is a list of the non-profit organizations we have partnered
with that serve these important goals and the commitments we make to them. We will leverage our
partnerships to bring resources, donations, and volunteers to maximize our contribution to our Oxnard
community.
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7.5.1.

Boys & Girls Club of Greater Oxnard and Port Hueneme

This organization provides after-school programing to young people, especially those who need support
most or with parents that work long hours. Several FGH founders have provided support to this organization
for years and are committed to FGH continuing those efforts.
Vanessa Hernandez has previously donated over 100 volunteer hours to the organization. Vanessa is
pictured at the Oxnard Salsa Festival’s Dancing with the Stars fundraiser with
Brad Conners, Captain of the Port Hueneme naval base (left image). FGH will
continue to support the efforts of this afterschool program by making monetary
donations annually of at least $8,000. FGH will also encourage its employees
to devote their paid monthly volunteer time towards the Boys and Girls Club as
well as its other non-profit partners.
7.5.2. Oxnard City Corps
Oxnard City Corps provides local youth with
work experience and exposure to learning
valuable skills while also serving their
community. FGH’s managing members, most
of whom are parents, appreciate the importance of youth-training and
intervention, and have already been actively involved with Oxnard City
Corps for quite some time now.
For example, on February 23, 2020, FGH’s team donated supplies,
construction materials, soil, and plants in the amount of $6,000 to build
gopher proof planter boxes. FGH members spent the day teaching the
kids how to design, measure, cut, and build large planter boxes for the
youth center backyard. FGH also hosted a celebratory BBQ with Oxnard
City Corps for their hard work. In addition, FGH donated Los Angeles
Kings hockey tickets so the kids could experience a live hockey game.
FGH intends to continue to support City Corps by teaching
regular educational workshops to its youth members (i.e.,
Amanda Gonzalez, an FGH investor and Warner Brothers
Studio film editor, will lead a workshop to teach film editing,
and Herb Mitchell will host a carpentry workshop to teach
framing and finish work) and offering ongoing financial
support, including raising $7,000 to retrofit and replace
windows and doors at the City Corps headquarters. FGH has
also committed to hosting an annual thank you event and
fundraiser for City Corps. In addition, FGH will commit
monetary donations annually of at least $8,000.
7.5.3.

Oxnard Police Activities League

The Oxnard Police Activities League (“PAL”) offers activities to the youth of Oxnard to them keep engaged
in positive endeavors and works closely with the Oxnard Police Department. PAL offers a wide range of
sports activities from volleyball to boxing and dance to basketball, with training by qualified coaches. We
are proud to partner with such a great part of the City of Oxnard.
FGH has committed to raising $5,000 in donations to purchase and install 44 linear feet of wall mirrors in
the PAL dance hall and will make up any financial short-fall. This will enhance both the dance and exercise
programs offered by PAL. Both programs have become very popular and all dance studios have mirrored
walls, so too should PAL. FGH also has committed to providing the money and labor to replace the roof at
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the City’s La Colonial Boxing Gym, which is a PAL building. This is another incredible outlet for the youth
of “Boxnard” and FGH is proud to be a part of this project. Overall, FGH will commit volunteer time and
monetary donations annually of at least $8,000.
7.5.4.

Drag Racing Against Gangs and Graffiti
Drag Racing Against Gangs and Graffiti (“DRAGG”) is an afterschool program
in Oxnard for high school students. The program is designed for at risk youth to
prevent them from engaging in gang-life or related activities. Police officers and
people from the automotive industry teach students automotive skills such as auto
repair and car customization. FGH Management, as primarily Oxnard natives,
loves and supports what DRAGG is doing for the youth of Oxnard, and meets
regularly with DRAGG. FGH has committed to Daniel Escobar, Program
Manager, that it will make annual donations to DRAGG of at least $8,000. FGH
has also committed to youth leadership presentations providing insight to various
occupations A letter of support for FGH’s application is presented below.

Alex Soriano meeting with
DRAGG to support leadership
presentations

7.5.5.

CSUCI Basic Needs Program

The CSUCI Basic Needs Program helps students at California State University Channel Islands (“CSUCI”)
facing insecurity in basic needs, including food and housing. It is estimated that 34% of their students
reported experiencing food insecurity. FGH believes these students should be able to focus on their
education and not where they can sleep or get their next meal. The Basic Needs Program comprises several
different programs to meet different student needs. FGH already has donated to Ekho’s Clothing Exchange
and will donate $8,000 annually to the Emergency Housing Fund. FGH will also host an Ekho’s Clothing
Exchange event on site, where patrons can donate clothing for CSUI students, and seek to recruit students
over age 21 to work at FGH.
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7.5.6.

Mission Fish

Ventura County is home to the Port-Hueneme
Naval Base and the Air National Guard base, as
well as active first responders. These professions
are incredibly stressful, and present mental
health challenges. FGH is grateful to their
sacrifice and as a show of support has partnered
with Mission Fish, which provides “Salt Water
Therapy” to military and first responders
suffering from PTSD or mental health disorders.
“Salt Water Therapy” means taking its members
on an all-expense paid day-fishing trips to the
Anacapa Islands. FGH already has sponsored
four Veterans to participate in these deep-sea
fishing trips and has committed to future fishing
trip sponsorships of Mission FISH members
including Gold Star families. In addition, FGH
has committed the use of its education room for Mission FISH meetings as well as a 20% product discount
to its members. Our FGH team is collaborating with Mission FISH in developing a health and wellness
program for their members. We anticipate annual donations to Mission Fish of $8,000 as part of its
miscellaneous community donations.

7.5.7.

Lideres Campesinas

Lideres Campesinas supports female farm workers, raising awareness on discrimination, lower wages,
human trafficking and sexual assault and violence against women. In particular, it seeks to help women
who are threatened and abused in the fields and made to believe they have no human rights. This cause is
very important to FGH’s founders, several of whom had parents who worked as migrant farm workers in
Oxnard. Maria Valadez has been offering translation services to its members for years.
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FGH has met with Lideres Campesinas leadership and pledged to volunteer 100 hours of time and donate
$5,000 annually, sponsor events and participate in their vigils advocating for change and bring awareness
to these horrific acts. Just recently, FGH donated funds to support advocacy for farm workers amid COVID19, including a letter to Gavin Newsome during this global pandemic. In addition, Vanessa Hernandez is
working with Doctors to provide COVID-19 education at the fields and is organizing training of doctors to
conduct free COVID-19 testing if needed.
7.5.8.

Mixtecto Indigena Community Organizing Project

Mixtecto Indigena Community Organizing Project (“MICOP”) is focused
on supporting indigenous Mexicans who have immigrated to Ventura
county and are mostly farm workers. CFO Alex Soriano has been a longtime advocate and supporter of MICOP. FGH intends to maintain that
support as part of its mission to support youth education and already its
members have volunteered their time at the Bebe Sano Las Islas Free
Clinic, Night in Oaxaca Galas, food drives and School Backpack drives. To
increase this historical commitment, FGH has become a Padrino Sponsor
for 2020 MICOP Tequio Rising: A Fundraiser for Indigenous Youth in
Higher Education. FGH will also promote MICOP’s annual Back to School
Backpack Drive by having a donation center on site. FGH has pledged to
volunteer 100 hours of time and donate $5,000 annually to MICOP.
7.5.9.

Mixteco/Indígena Community Organizing Project
P.O. BOX 20543 OXNARD CA 93034-0543
TEL: 805 483-1166; FAX: 805 483-1145
www.mixteco.org
TAX ID # 30-0045901

April 3, 2020
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JAKE DONALDSON
PRESIDENT
SUZANNE HARVEY
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Vanessa Hernandez
FGH Retail Services, LLC
1650 Gonzales Rd. #296
Oxnard, CA 93036

MONICA FAIRWELL
SECRETARY
ADELINA LOPEZ

Dear Ms. Hernandez,

ARTURO LOPEZ
KATALINA MARTINEZ
VERONICA VALADEZ

Thank you for your generous sponsorship of $1,800 for the Mixteco/Indígena
Community Organizing Project’s Tequio Rising in support of the Tequio Scholarship
Fund. Your support will go directly to scholarships for qualified indigenous students.

ELIZABETH VILLA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ARCENIO J. LÓPEZ
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
GENEVIEVE FLORES-HARO

We regret that our Tequio Rising fundraising event for the Tequio scholarships had to
be cancelled at the last minute due to the COVID-19 virus. This was an unexpected and
unprecedented situation. For this reason, your support this year is more important than
ever before! Our students are continuing their studies at home. Their dreams remain
strong, and all of our scholars are looking forward to starting college or returning to
college, when it is safe to do so. Our Tequio Youth Group continues to meet via Zoom
meetings to support and encourage each other through this difficult time.
The Tequio Youth are an integral part of MICOP’s mission to empower, organize and
support the indigenous migrant community on the Central Coast. During this past year
our students have been involved in projects with far reaching effects. They have been
educating the community about the dangers of pesticide exposure, advocating for the
Health4All campaign that would ensure healthcare access to all young adults, working
for immigrant empowerment, and tirelessly advocating for many initiatives that not
only affect them, but all Californians. They participated in numerous trainings and
produced podcasts on immigration rights for broadcast on MICOP’s Radio Indígena.
We are proud of their accomplishments, their ambition, and their advocacy for a better
world. We believe our future is in good hands with this amazing group of youth leaders!
Thank you for your support and contribution! We are honored and continuously grateful
for your enduring commitment to our youth.
¡Adelante!

Arcenio J. López
Executive Director

Genevieve Flores-Haro
Associate Director

Ventura County Rescue Mission
FGH created a partnership with the Ventura County Rescue Mission to
help feed the homeless. Recently, Maria Valadez and her team drove
throughout Oxnard hand delivering 200 hot meals to those in need.
FGH donated $1,000 to purchase ingredients and Maria made
homemade green bean casseroles to add to the meal boxes. FGH will
continue to support the Ventura County Rescue Mission and commits
volunteer hours and annual donations of approximately $9,000.
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7.5.10.

Santa to the Sea

Santa to the Sea is a toy drive for underprivileged children in
Ventura County and helps fund scholarships at Oxnard
College. It is a local signature event where runners bring an
unwrapped present for an underprivileged child to be given to
them at Christmas. FGH members have marketed the race on
social media, encouraged donations and entered the largest
team of runners. FGH was asked to be a direct partner in 2020
as a member of the Santa to the Sea Public Relations team.
With COVID-19 preventing the race, FGH became an active
FGH Appropriate Use Advisor, Jaime
Moreno, supporting the Toy Drive on
partner in Santa’s Toy Run. We personally funded and donated
Dec 12 , 2020
COVID-19 masks to those that donated at our 2320 N. Rose
location. When it was time to distribute the donated toys, our team was there spreading holiday cheer,
volunteering their day at the toy distribution. FGH will continue as strong supporters each year by marketing
the race on social media, share the mission of Santa to the Sea, manage their private running group, support
the toy drive, and create a FGH team of volunteers to help distribute the donated toys. We will also provide
discount cards in their runner’s swag bags. FGH estimates its annual contribution to be 150 volunteer hours
and $8,000.
th

7.5.11.

Protecting our Beaches, Wetlands and Water Sources
Oxnard is known for its beautiful sandy beaches
with the gorgeous views of the Channel Islands.
FGH is passionate about protecting our wildlife and
keeping our oceans and rivers clean and has already
taken part in beach clean-up projects and other
efforts to preserve local beaches and wetlands and
will continue with that commitment going forward.
Thus far, FGH founders have already volunteered
over 200 hours to clean local beaches. The goal of
FGH is to bring 50 volunteers to participate in these
beach cleanup efforts and $6,000 annually.

In addition, FGH also supports the work of the
Wishtoyo Chumash Foundation, which seeks to
protect, preserve and restore the waters and
environment of Ventura County. Sustaining a healthy ecosystem will encourage the diverse flora and fauna
needed to sustain threatened species such as the Monarch butterfly, California Steelhead, and California
red-legged frog to name a few. As foundation members, FGH has committed to volunteering 80 hours and
donating $3,000 annually to the Wishtoyo Chumash Foundation.
7.6.

Beautify Oxnard

FGH is collaborating with the City of Oxnard Inter-Neighborhood Council Organization and Downtown
Oxnard District to find ways to support various neighborhood projects. This will be even more important
in the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic. FGH has committed 45 hours of volunteer time towards the
Oxnard Downtown Management’s event for National Volunteer Week, Beautifying Downtown. For its
part, FGH will work on revamping the planter boxes and cleaning the downtown area. FGH’s Marketing
Manager will also work with the Oxnard Downtown Management to promote the event via social media.
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In addition, FGH has partnered with the Oxnard-Rose Park Neighborhood Council to stay abreast of its
needs and concerns. For example, FGH committed volunteer time to Rose Park neighborhood cleanups and
is donating money for new Neighborhood Watch uniforms.
7.7.

Local Business Engagement

In addition to hiring locally and using Oxnard locals for security and design and construction, FGH hopes
to contribute to the local economy through strategic partnerships and mutually beneficial arrangements with
other local businesses such as CSUCI.
To that end, FGH is an active member of the local Oxnard Chamber of
Commerce. FGH co-Owner Ricardo Hernandez and Advisory Board member
Herbert Mitchell (shown speaking) regularly attend Chamber meetings and
participate in discussions on how to create economic vitality in the City of
Oxnard. There are many local ancillary businesses that can be supported and
enhanced in this cannabis space that need to be made aware of the opportunity.
FGH will be sharing forward thinking ideas regarding cannabis markets as well
as learning from the long-time members of the chamber.
FGH will work with other local licensed cannabis retailers, Oxnard Police and Fire to form the Oxnard
Cannabis Business Association. By being proactive, transparent and working together the association can
mitigate potential problems and even create a positive impact.
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8. QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS
8.1.

Owner and Manager Retail Cannabis Experience
8.1.1.

David Garcia – Chief Operations Officer

David has 15 years of legal cannabis experience starting in 2006 when he began working on a Mendocino
County medical cannabis farm. The farm exposed David to all aspects of the farm’s cannabis cultivation
and distribution operations in which capacity David worked directly with numerous medical cannabis
collectives and retailers across California. In 2019, David became an actual owner of a licensed retail
cannabis business in Lompoc, but has 7 years of experience managing and operating and consulting with
licensed retail dispensaries and before that collectives operating under Prop 215/ SB 420.
From 2013-2014, David worked for Coast to Coast Collective (“3C Farms”), a leading cannabis retailer
and cultivator. 3C Farms is an award-winning cultivator and retailer in Southern California with over 33
unique strains and more than 14 total licenses. For 2 years David assisted in managing day-to-day
operations of two of 3C Farms, Pre-ICO dispensaries in Los Angeles. David traveled almost daily between
the two dispensaries overseeing member/patient onboarding, ID verification, sales activity, management
staff training and document retention practices. David created best in class operating procedures that helped
operations align to City of Los Angeles expectations of cannabis businesses at the time. For example, David,
helped the management of 3C Farms redesign their check-in processes and interior to optimize patient flow,
drastically increasing their service capabilities. In addition, David enhanced the patient/member forms to
ensure compliance with SB420 and the California Attorney General Guidelines governing legality of
dispensary collectives at the time. David also worked closely with 3C Farms’ accountants to ensure accurate
and timely tax payments were made. Overall, David oversaw approximately 50 employees.
During David’s tenure, he also oversaw the transition of both dispensaries to Prop-D compliance, which
provided legal protections only for those dispensaries that met new operating requirements. David’s indepth knowledge of cannabis, operations, management and regulations was vital to both 3C Farms’
dispensaries eventually receiving licensure under BCC regulations (C10-0000236-LIC, C12-0000327LIC). Neither of the these 3C Farms’ dispensaries have been cited by the City of Los Angeles code
enforcement, tax authorities, or BCC for any violations.
In 2015, with the benefit of his training and experience with 3C Farms retail, David launched DA
Management Group LLC, to provide consulting services, back-office operations support, SOPs and
business development to both storefront and delivery cannabis businesses in Southern California. DA
Management initially worked with medical collectives operating under Prop 215 and SB 420, and later with
licensed retailers under MAUCRSA. For example, DA Management helped a local medical collective grow
over a 3-year period to nearly $4 million in annual sales and 40,000 patient members. David and DA
Management provided the collective with SOPs, operational support, access to a broad network of
distributors and brands, built its delivery infrastructure and online website, and helped it identify
prospective employees, a CPA and legal counsel. Through DA Management, David provided extensive
day-to-day operations support to this delivery collective (which ceased operating in 2019 to be MAUCRSA
compliant) along with approximately five other retail cannabis businesses.
In 2019, DA Management began providing consulting and operations support services to Hueneme Patient
Consumer Collective (“HPC”), a licensed retailer in the City of Port Hueneme (C10-0000064-LIC). DA
Management has provided extensive services to HPC, including building a delivery operations
infrastructure, drafting retail SOPs, management training, operational flow optimization, implementing
inventory and cash control best practices and marketing support. DA Management enhancements resulted
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in a 50% increase in sales revenue for HPC in the first month of working together. David’s success and
level of involvement resulted in HPC making David a Financial Interest Holder as defined under the BCC
definition. In addition to working with HPC, David has advised five other cannabis retail businesses on best
practices focused on day-to-day operations which included regular training to employees and managers.
None of the retailers or collective’s DA Management worked with has had any law enforcement problems
or code enforcement issues and have maintained exemplary inventory and cash accuracy.
In June 2019, David and several partners obtained a retail cannabis permit in Lompoc in the name Roots
Dispensary LLC (C10-0000335-LIC). David trained his partners, built the operational infrastructure from
the ground up, hired the Budtenders and developed a formal training system for the staff, focusing on
cannabis basics, knowledge of the brands sold, and key effects the various product types produced. David
spent a significant amount of time building and running the business in Lompoc while planning for
succession as he planned to continue to add retail licenses to his portfolio. Based on total sales tax collected,
Roots Dispensary is now the number one performing retail dispensary in Lompoc in a highly competitive
market with eight other dispensaries. The success with Roots Dispensary has confirmed for David the
importance of a strong leadership team and space available for employee training to pass on leadership’s
message, which is why FGH will have a large, dedicated training facility for employees and community
events.
David also oversees product procurement for Roots Dispensary and curated a menu that leverages market
research on local consumer preferences. David was able to capitalize on his deep distribution network to
provide products from approximately 60-90 brands and obtain for Roots Dispensary exclusive rights to sell
five brands in Lompoc (3C Farms premium craft cannabis, Triple 7, Exotix, Classix, and Coastal Sun).
In March 2019, David was invited to be an expert panelist along with Lori Ajax, the former Chief for the
BCC in California, and Tony Stewart who is the Community Development Director for the City of Port
Hueneme, by Chief Andrew Salinas of the Port Hueneme Police Department to speak at the Cannabis
Community Education Forum in Port Hueneme.
David and his other partners in Roots Dispensary are also in the final stages of approval for a retail cannabis
dispensary in Santa Barbara County for which he will be part owner and serve in the same management
role. Similarly, David holds a 25% ownership stake in El Valle Originals LLC, which is pending BCC
approval for a non-storefront delivery license as well as a manufacturing and distribution license in San
Luis Obispo County.
The last five years with DA Management, direct license ownership since June 2019, and almost 15 years
of total legal cannabis experience, have provided an unparalleled education and experience for David in
retail cannabis operations and management. David’s experience and success in creating and implementing
best practices for cannabis retail sales, delivery sales, customer engagement, front-of-house operations,
back-of-house operations, inventory management, cash management, POS implementation, employee and
management training, product procurement and regulatory compliance procedures will be executed with
perfection in the City of Oxnard.
8.1.2.

Maria Valdez – Director of Compliance / Human Resources

In 2017, Maria joined David Garcia at DA Management Group, and over the last 4 years has provided a
broad range of back-office and management services first to Prop 215/SB 420 collectives, and later to
licensed cannabis retailers and delivery services under MAUCRSA. Maria is also an owner of her own
licensed non-storefront cannabis retail business in Port Hueneme.
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Before joining DA Management, Maria spent 18 years working for a regulated multi-state business OMS,
focusing on regulatory compliance, external audits, and human resources functions, and in fact developed
their human resources and compliance functions from the ground up. While working for OMS Maria
oversaw all external audits conducted by the 33 states in which OMS operated, to ensure the company and
its employees were in compliance with each state’s rules and regulations as well as local labor and
employment laws. Maria thus has vast pre-cannabis experience working within a strictly regulated industry.
Maria has spent the last 4 years with DA Management bringing her expertise in compliance and human
resources as well as employee training to a number of retail cannabis businesses that lacked these functions
internally. In that connection, Maria has become proficient in the BCC regulations and provided cannabis
businesses with compliance, human resources and operations support, including:
•

Creating and implementing retail operations policies and SOPs;

•

Creating driver safety trainings;

•

Summarizing BCC regulations for management to understand and implement;

•

Creating and improving compliance materials and procedures;

•

Performing on-site regulatory risk assessment; and

•

Creating and implementing HR policies and employee training modules.

Since 2017, Maria and DA Management have consulted with several legal dispensaries and cannabis
delivery businesses in both the Ventura and Santa Barbara county areas, including HPC in Port Hueneme.
She has improved regulatory compliance procedures, handled HR and employee training, and drafted
delivery and employee SOP’s, and operated as an outsourced compliance and HR department for HPC and
other retail cannabis businesses. In this role, Maria maintains local and state regulatory relationships on
behalf of licensees, helps manage METRC and conducts inventory reconciliations.
Similarly, Maria and DA Management have helped launch operations at Lompoc cannabis retailer Roots
Dispensary (C10-0000335-LIC). She helped provide regulatory compliance and employee polices and
training, create HR policies and forms, including new hire and disciplinary protocol documentation, and
train staff. Maria remains an outsourced compliance manager for the dispensary and is involved with the
leadership team in all day-to-day decision making to ensure continued compliant operations.
Maria is also a 50% owner of Port Hueneme non-storefront retail license holder Tech Delivery Solutions,
LLC (“TDS”), which holds BCC License No. C9-0000378-LIC and anticipates commencing operations in
Q2 2021. Maria will oversee human resources and employee training for TDS.
8.1.3.

Lenea Gutierrez – Chief Technology Officer

In 2017, Lenea joined David and Maria at DA Management as Vice President of Technology, in which
capacity she has provided first legal medical cannabis retail collectives and more recently licensed cannabis
retailers with technology support and integration with POS systems and METRC, website and e-commerce
platform development and a host of other retail operational support services.
Prior to entering the cannabis industry, Lenea spent 15 years with multi-state regulated business OMS
serving as SEO manager and software engineer among other positions, in which capacity she ensured
compliance of online course content and technology with different states’ regulations, developed online
training materials for employees, maintained information technology systems and more than 50 different
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websites. She thus has broad experience using technology to streamline business operations, employee
training, internal and external compliance and audit functions and SEO and brand optimization.
Since joining DA Management in 2017, Lenea has applied those skills to a number of retail cannabis
business in the Ventura County and Santa Barbara areas, to build website and technology platforms, develop
operations SOP’s, regulatory compliance, and a host of other services, including the following: :
•

Researching, managing, and implementing various cannabis retailer’s POS software, including
systems for tracking inventory and integration with CCTT (METRC);

•

Creating fully functional ecommerce websites for cannabis retailers;

•

Creating an administrative portal for cannabis employee training and to optimize effectiveness;

•

Increasing social media engagement with consumers to increase brand visibility;

•

Working with software and technology platforms specific to the cannabis industry, including
IndicaOnline, Meadow, Blackbird, Webjoint, Treez, Greenbits, On-Fleet and Tookan; and

•

Creating SOPs for retail cannabis deliveries and storefront dispensaries.

For example, with HPC Dispensary in Port Huememe (C10-0000064-LIC), Lenea personally created SOP’s
for the delivery operations, helped implement and integrate the delivery process with the already-existing
storefront retail operations and uploaded all inventory to the POS system. Lenea also created the Customer
Service Training Manual, Driving Safety Course Training Manual, Product Training Manual, implemented
the delivery order fulfillment and delivery process, and set up the Call Center. Recently, Lenea created
delivery SOPs and logistic support to 3C Farms’ Canoga Park location (C10-0000236-LIC).
Through DA Management, Lenea also provides support services to Roots Dispensary, in Lompoc, (C100000335-LIC). Lenea helped develop SOPs for both the storefront and delivery operations; researched and
installed a more reliable POS software system; and implemented its Pay Per Click (PPC) internet marketing
campaign. Lenea also assisted Roots with product procurement based on tracking sales data and other sales
metrics, learned both the Treez and On-Fleet POS systems used by the dispensary, and trained employees
in the POS systems and delivery process. Lenea was regularly onsite at the dispensary helping managers
with day-to-day operations to ensure SOPs were being followed and customer campaigns working as
designed.
Lenea with her partner Maria Valadez is co-owner of TDS which holds a non-storefront retail delivery
license in Port Hueneme (C9-0000378-LIC), the only such business in Port Hueneme to be wholly-owned
by Hispanic women. Lenea will oversee the POS software, website maintenance, METRC integration, and
driver safety for TDS. Lenea recently completed her CCTT (METRC) training for TDS and has developed
additional METRC training to cross train other managers who will need to utilize the system.
8.1.4.

Alex Soriano – Chief Financial Officer

Alex Soriano has more than 15 years of experience in leadership and operational roles in highly regulated
industries. Since 2004 Alex has worked for Abbott Laboratories as Director of Research & Development,
where he is responsible for managing overall P&L of a number of vertically integrated divisions related to
Abbott’s cardiac division, including capital and expense budgets and financial audits. Alex also has direct
responsibility for demonstrating to FDA regulators Abbott’s compliance with myriad regulatory
requirements applicable to medical devices and managing FDA inspections of its facilities.
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For the last several years, Alex has consulted with several cannabis business owners on IRS Regulation
280E issues in connection with proposed cannabis acquisitions and ongoing financial management. Alex’s
work in the cannabis space includes assisting cannabis businesses in calculating and paying state and local
city cannabis taxes timely and accurately. Alex’s understanding of cannabis accounting practices, cannabis
regulations and operational matters, make Alex a standout CFO in the space. FGH will leverage Alex’s
broad experience in regulatory compliance, 280E and financial management to ensure sound business and
tax planning, working capital management, and IRS § 280E compliance.
8.1.5.

Andrea Hernandez- Inventory Manager

Andrea has 15 years of retail sales and operations experience, primarily as the owner of three UPS franchise
stores in Ventura. She is also part owner of a licensed cannabis dispensary in Lompoc.
Through her experience as an owner and UPS retail store franchisee, Andrea has vast experience in retail
operations, including inventory management and reconciliation. Because UPS stores are strictly audited
by UPS Franchising on a quarterly basis, she is very experienced in maintaining compliance with external
regulations, financial reporting requirements and inventory benchmarks
In 2018, Andrea and her husband (and partner in the UPS stores) became owners of SoCal’s Choice Inc.
(dba Elevate), located in Lompoc (C10-0000080-LIC). Andrea spends 10-15 hours per week overseeing
purchasing and inventory management at Elevate, ensuring compliance with METRC and BCC regulations.
Andrea’s goal in purchasing is to maintain inventory at approximately three weeks and to work directly
with vendor partners to receive inventory accurately and timely as needed. Working with Elevate’s more
than 100 vendors means establishing vendor relationships and managing potential issues before they impact
the retail store, compliance and eventual sales. Andrea has helped vendor partners through METRC issues,
delivery manifest issues, and proper manifest tax calculations. Vendor partners rely on Andrea as an
outsourced compliance department to ensure their products will be accepted at Elevate since rejections
directly impact vendor and retailer revenue potential. In addition, Andrea overseas back-of-house inventory
organization and management over Inventory Administrators and clerks who are responsible for inventory
ingestions and preparing it for retail sales. She has two years of experience in this capacity and will fill a
very similar role with FGH.
8.1.6.

Ricardo Hernandez – Delivery & Online Retail Manager

Ricardo is Andrea’s husband and partner in the UPS Franchise stores and the Lompoc dispensary, and has
a 30-year background in delivery logistics mainly with UPS. In that capacity, Ricardo has served as a driver
and delivery logistics supervisor, and is thus extensively trained in safe driving, best practices for delivery
routing and logistics and integration of technology in the delivery process.
As a part owner of Elevate dispensary in Lompoc, Ricardo for the last 2 years has managed cannabis
delivery logistics, operation, training, compliance and driver safety training. The delivery process is
complex with many regulatory requirements beyond traditional retail store requirements and so Ricardo
has become very familiar with BCC retail regulations and delivery safety and operations best practices. As
part of ongoing delivery operations , Ricardo helped Elevate establish best practices around transaction
processing, cash on-hand during delivery, outbound order management process, customer service, cannabis
regulatory training and driver responses to at-risk situations. As part of the training put in place by Ricardo,
all drivers at the Lompoc dispensary must be experts in delivery related compliance for BCC and local
regulations. Ricardo spends approximately 10-15 hours per week overseeing operations to ensure
compliance requirements and operational standards are met.
Ricardo has also received a Green Flower general certification https://www.greenflower.com/academy/fundamentals.
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8.1.7.

Waylon Broussard – Lead Dispensary Floor Manager

Waylon is a cannabis industry veteran with over 14 years of cannabis experience. In 2006, he co-founded
one of the first Pre-ICO, Proposition D compliant collectives in the City of Los Angeles, Cali’s Finest
Compassionate Caregivers. Cali’s Finest is now Coast to Coast Collective (C10-0000236-LIC) and is one
of the top selling shops in Los Angeles.
Since 2015 Waylon has served in a supervisory role for 3C Farms’ retail assets. Waylon’s knowledge of
cannabis and cannabis products combined with intricate knowledge of how the cannabis plant may impact
a customer, makes Waylon one of the industry’s best executive level Budtenders. Waylon provides
extensive training to 3C dispensary managers and retail staff so that they can better serve the consumer by
offering products most appropriate to the customer’s needs. Waylon has created extensive retail
management and staff training and spends at least two days per week at each dispensary overseeing the
sales staff and management to ensure his training is being closely followed. His responsibilities include
personnel management; training; product feedback; vendor in-store education events; in-store marketing
and product presentation; and customer service.
At FGH, Waylon will be the first Dispensary Floor Manager on staff and will serve as the Lead Floor
Manager entrusted with training other Floor Managers and staff on cannabis knowledge, industry best
practices and retail cannabis compliance. Waylon’s commitment to FGH is built on a foundation of a strong
partnership between 3C Farms and FGH and longstanding collaboration between their leadership teams.
FGH has committed to make 3C Farms a premier brand partner at its dispensary, and FGH offers Waylon
the opportunity to build his own team at a much larger retail location while still promoting 3C.
8.1.8.

Alex Orozco – Purchasing Manager

In 2019, Alex Orozco joined David and his team as the Director of Operations, Purchasing Manager and
Compliance Manager at The Roots Dispensary in Lompoc. Alex’s responsibilities include overseeing dayto-day operations, ensuring product compliance, curating the cannabis product mix, managing product
promotions, overseeing 20+ in-store staff, METRC, and creating SOPs. His unique position and industry
relationships require Alex to be a subject matter expert in BCC regulations and CDPH product packaging
and labeling requirements, in addition to being a retail operations and customer services expert.
Overall, Alex’s contributions have resulted in increased efficiencies at the dispensary’s front-of-house and
back-of-house operations alike. For example, Alex’s vendor relationships and vendor management efforts
have resulted in a sub-1% inbound inventory rejection rate because incoming products are compliant. Alex
sets expectations with vendors ahead of time and provides them with guidance and education on how to
ensure packaging and labeling is compliant. Alex will join FGH’s Oxnard operation with a focus on
cannabis product procurement and vendor management.
Alex’s experience outside of the industry contributes to his current success. Prior to joining Roots
Dispensary, Alex spent 5+ years in Social Services working for Santa Barbara County and County of San
Luis Obispo, in which capacities he had to curate relationships with program participants and vendors alike,
while ensuring constant compliance with strict government policies and procedures. This experience aligns
with the needs of the role at a dispensary where employee, vendor, and customer relationships within a
strict regulatory framework are keys to success.
8.1.9.

Corey Schwartz – Marketing Manager

Corey Schwartz started in the cannabis space in 2013, after being recruited by his brother, as General
Manager of 3C Farms Canoga Park location, a Prop-D compliant and now BCC licensed retail cannabis
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dispensary (C12-0000327-LIC). Corey was quickly elevated to Chief Operations Officer of 3C Farms’
retail operations in 2015.
Under Corey’s leadership, 3C Farms dispensaries have become some of the highest grossing retail locations
in Southern California and have since expanded to more than a dozen other licenses throughout California,
with licenses in retail, cultivation, manufacturing, and distribution. Corey has learned, developed, and
implemented industry best practices and brand building strategies with compliance in mind. Corey guided
3C Farms to formalize marketing strategy (online, billboard, influencer, in-store customer education),
marketing spending, and execution which directly impacted 3C’s revenues.
The key to Corey’s success in his role was to keep up with industry best practices and compliance
requirements as those are directly tied to his ability to execute operationally and in the marketing strategy.
For example, once the marketing strategy for billboards was devised, Corey worked with internal
Compliance team members to ensure no sensitive uses were within an applicable radius of a billboard
location and to obtain proper demographics per BCC and local regulations.
Corey will work directly with Lenea in devising FGH’s retail cannabis marketing strategy within the
confines of BCC and Oxnard regulations. He will help implement brand strategy across all marketing
channels and campaigns on all media platforms (digital, social, print, and web). Corey is able to perform
his duties for FGH given the efficiencies he has built at 3C Farms. In addition, 3C and FGH’s premier
partner relationship offers Corey the opportunity to bolster both brands at the same time while working for
FGH.
8.2.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge, Best Practices and State Regulation Compliance

The FGH ownership team has a combined 25+ years of cannabis experience in running, managing, owning
and consulting with fully compliant cannabis businesses in California. The other members of the
management team bring another 24 years of experience operating and managing medical and adult-use
retail cannabis dispensaries both under the collective and licensed model. Collectively, the team has
approximately 45 years of cannabis experience operating in the medical collective and later recreational
side of the market developing, testing, and implementing compliant industry best practices which have been
proven successful. We are owners, operators and perfectionists who love cannabis and cannabis retail. FGH
has melded traditional industry experience with cannabis experience and has put together a successful
recipe in what is the FGH team.
Our team highly values training, regulatory compliance, supervision, organization, logistics, inventory
management and flow, and traceability. With these in focus, coupled with BCC regulatory requirements for
retail, this ownership team has proven that it has the knowledge of true compliance focused cannabis
industry practices necessary to run a successful cannabis retail operation.
8.2.1.

Historical and Broad Industry Experience with Focus on Training

The FGH team has extensive cannabis experience and knowledge of the industry as mentioned in Sections
1 and 8.1 above. David, specifically, has worked in every aspect of the legal cannabis industry - cultivation,
manufacturing, distribution, and retail - as an employee, owner, and through DA Management. David’s
approach has always been towards becoming an expert not merely in a discrete area of practice but in
understanding the industry holistically in order to operate more efficiently and improve overall processes
while remaining compliant with regulations. Thus, when David worked on the Mendocino Farm, he
mastered the broad spectrum of cultivation functions, including techniques for identifying trichome color
consistency to ensure harvest readiness, post-harvest flower curing, identifying terpene profiles through
smell and taste, and distinguishing moisture content. David dedicated countless hours researching and
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studying cannabis and attending conferences and strain competitions to advance his knowledge. When he
served in a distributor function, exposed to other retailers and cultivators, he studied the genetics created
by other nurseries and farms to understand what made them popular with customers. In this way, David
has always approached cannabis with curiosity and with a view towards the future.
Gathering cannabis knowledge over the course of his career, making connections, and operating businesses
led David to the path of operating his own cannabis retail cannabis businesses. Maria and Lenea joined
David in the cannabis journey and developed their core competencies along the way, while establishing
best practices for other operators and licenses owned by the team such as The Roots Dispensary. As
consultants exposed to numerous other collectives and later licensed operations, David, Maria and Lenea
have the benefit of understanding what practices work, and how to be successful in operations and financial
performance without compromising compliance. The team also benefits from the experiences of Corey and
Waylon, who have worked with successful and complaint retail dispensaries for a combined 20 years.
Being successful for that length of time without any regulatory violations evidences a commitment to best
practices.
A key lesson gleaned from the team’s collective cannabis experience (and also from their pre-cannabis
work experience in other regulated industries) is that a well-trained leadership team and staff is key to
running a successful cannabis business. Training, something that much of the industry lacks, is more than
a best practice; training is the backbone of any successful business and should be a requirement beyond
what CCR §§ 5037(d) and 5048(1) require. The FGH team has implemented best in-class training as noted
in Section 2.1. showcasing its knowledge of cannabis, cannabis industry, industry best practices, and state
level regulatory compliance. Similar training was developed and delivered at retail dispensaries owned and
supported by the FGH team, such as at The Roots Dispensary in Lompoc.
Finally, through our vast experience in both cannabis and other regulated industries, FGH’s management
and ownership team has learned that training of the staff must be delivered by senior management. This is
another industry best practice we’ve developed and executed on. The idea for this practice is rooted in
accountability; all employees and managers must have equal responsibility and accountability for their dayto-day responsibilities and the business as a whole. The staff must know that in cannabis just like any other
industry, it is important that we are operating as a team and family and all have a common goal. As part of
the work performed by DA Management, and with Elevate, HPC and Roots Dispensary, we have seen
disjointed operations and levels of employee/management buy-in remedied by proper cannabis knowledge
infusion and training by the leadership team. FGH training will be delivered by Vanessa, David, Maria and
Waylon as the primary experts on the company vision and compliant operations
8.2.2.

Supervisory Controls / Compliance

One of our CEO’s main focuses is that our operations be fully compliant with all state and local regulations,
always. Through her work with the DEA and as a hospital administrator, Vanessa is very familiar with the
need for compliance with laws and regulations. Similar, Maria, as Director of Compliance, spent nearly
two decades overseeing OMS’s compliance with over 30 different states different regulations governing its
business, including navigating annual audits by each of those government entities. We at FGH appreciated
the seriousness of compliance in a regulated industry and are committed to fully compliant operations and
believe that the only way to become and stay profitable is to be fully compliant from the start.
Compliance is also the biggest operational efficiency available from our point of view and experience in
cannabis. More specifically, implementing best-in-class compliant operations for a new license is more than
just a best practice, it is vital. As part owner of the Roots Dispensary David with Maria’s assistance, made
sure that the dispensary had proper training, SOPs, support and management to ensure ongoing compliance.
Compliance and supervisory best practices that FGH team members have implemented in the past and will
implement in Oxnard, include but are not limited to the following:
➢ Opening and Closing checklists for managers
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➢ Proper inventory organization by shelf, by product, by batch aligned with visible
METRC tags
➢ POS with an API connection to METRC to ensure sales are immediately uploaded to
METRC keeping perfect inventory accountability
➢ Specialized employee roles to limit access across dispensary and easily identify
accountability. Employee specialization leads to creation of subject matter expert
(“SME”) layers in an operation
➢ Supervisory sign-off on vital documentation such as training, 30-day inventory
reconciliations, visitor logs, METRC access
➢ Employee accountability and strict HR controls to address any compliance violations
which includes possible immediate termination of responsible employee and manager
➢ Monthly supervisory audits of retail operations
➢ Utilizing a third-party compliance consultant to periodically review business operations.
The items noted above, and other controls, have been created over time by members of FGH and refined
by those whose experience is primarily outside the cannabis space such as Alex Soriano. In his prior roles,
where Alex dealt with life-saving medical devices and the FDA, he had to make sure proper checks and
balances were in place for medical device quality and functionality, because the consequences of failure
could be grave for the consumer. FGH fully embraces the operating imperative that non-compliance can
have grave consequences for the consumer as well as management and ownership and is simply not an
option. To that end, FGH will ensure that no cannabis product that is adulterated, improperly packaged or
labeled, or otherwise is seen as a potential threat to a customer’s health or non-compliant makes it way to
our store. This is not only an industry best practice but also regulatory requirement. These enhanced controls
and others noted in this application, specifically in Sections 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 showcase FGH’s knowledge
of the cannabis industry, industry-based practices, and state level cannabis regulatory requirements.
8.2.3.

Customer Flow

Increasing sales, customer experience, and customer interaction comes from the facility design and
customer flow. The FGH ownership and management team combined has conducted and/or advised on
buildouts and rebuilds of more than 6 different cannabis retail dispensaries. The experience is through DA
Management as well as license ownership by the various members of the team. We have proven that a
compliant and smooth flow of customers from entry to exit is vital to repeat customers and higher sales and
works synergistically with safety and compliance.
At the Roots Dispensary for example, we believe that our design efficiency and product placement has led
to a least a 10-16% increase in sales because a customer is able to view more product during their time at
the dispensary and therefore decide to purchase more than originally planned. At the same time, design
efficiency can minimize the time consumers must spend in the dispensary which reduces security risks and
associated costs.
The industry is often focused on either high prices for margin dollars or lowest price for higher volume.
FGH’s experience in the industry dictates that neither is a good approach. We believe that true industry best
practice is to cultivate the experience to each location and customer type. Prices and customer flow need to
be unique to the target customer and that is what we have successfully applied at The Roots Dispensary and
Elevate as well as the future Oxnard dispensary.
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8.2.4.

Inventory Logistics and Product Selection

The FGH team is comprised of several logistics, product, and technology experts. We have been able to set
up industry best practices at prior businesses, including cannabis, such as just-in-time inventory. Fine-tuned
inventory practices ensure efficiency, cash flow controls and possession of inventory levels proper for
successful business operations. Inventory logistics, while not employed by many in cannabis, is vital to the
success of a cannabis business. The Roots Dispensary and Elevate, for example, maintain no more than 3
weeks of inventory for any product. We have determined, through financial analysis that any on-hand
inventory above three weeks of supply, causes the following issues:
➢ Increased inventory discrepancies
➢ Increased chance for theft and/or or diversion
➢ Possible expiration and spoilage of product
➢ Excessive cash outflow based on operational needs
➢ Possibility of short-term customer demand shift resulting in sub-par product selection
options and stale inventory
➢ Increased regulatory risk to packaging and labeling being non-compliant due to
regulatory changes
To put numbers in practice, if for example a store does $500,000 per week in sales at 100% margin markup
on wholesale products the cash outflow for maintaining an extra week of inventory is approximately
$320,000, based on $250,000 wholesale of COGS. Since many suppliers operate on a COD basis, this cash
must be paid to distributors upon delivery. Cash flow can instead be deployed for improving operations,
additional advertising and general betterment of the business which includes a cash safety net.
At the Lompoc dispensary, to ensure we actively stay ahead of the three-week curve, David uses his industry
knowledge and connections to bring in the best quality products from the best operators across California.
The operators are vetted to make sure they can meet our demand and delivery timeline expectations and as
a result it creates a profitable ecosystem while becoming more efficient. Having team members who have
run UPS operations, large networks of offices, technology platforms, and a network of cannabis licenses
leads us to believe that logistics tied with optimal product selection puts FGH above other in the area of
intertwining industry best practices, compliance and cannabis.
8.3.

Ownership Team Involvement in Day-to-Day Operations

FGH’s owners will be operating the FGH dispensary, present every day, and will not be absentee owners.
As discussed in Section 1 and in Section 2.2, FGH’s Executive Management team holds more than 57% of
the equity (with the balance held primarily by smaller investors located in Ventura County) and will fulfill
the primary officer and management roles for day-to-day operations. Vanessa Hernandez (CEO and 5.5%
equity holder) will transition to full-time employment with FGH as it becomes operational, overseeing all
management, FGH operations and the community benefits programs while also maintaining relationships
with community partners and government. Vanessa lives in Oxnard which will mean she is effectively
available 24/7 to FGH.
David Garcia (COO and 16.4% equity holder) will be on-site daily to oversee all operations, including floor
managers, vendors, and sales goals. As an Oxnard resident, David will be available and committed to FGH
24/7 as well. Although David has an ownership interest in the Roots Dispensary in Lompoc and may soon
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have another retail cannabis license approved in Santa Barbara County with the same partners, FGH will
be David’s primary commitment, and his partners in the other two dispensaries will not require a substantial
ongoing time commitment from David given that systems are in place in Lompoc and replicable.
Maria Valadez (Director of Compliance/Human Resources and 5.5% equity holder) and Lenea Gutierrez
(CTO) will likewise be on-site daily for a minimum of 5 hours per day and will be readily available to staff
at all times. They will split time with their TDS obligations in adjacent Port Hueneme, but the proximity of
the two businesses easily affords them to support TDS, which in any case be operational many months
before FGH such that systems will be in place and day-to-day operations at TDS overseen by other
management.
Ricardo Hernandez (Delivery and On-Line Ordering Manager and 16.4% equity holder) will be able to
devote nearly 100% of his time to FGH to manage delivery logistics and work with drivers on proper
protocols, as he is planning to retire in 2021 from UPS and his Elevate dispensary responsibilities can be
managed remotely. Ricardo is also an Oxnard resident and will be available to staff at all times. Andrea
Hernandez (Inventory Manager and 12.6% equity holder) will be available 4-5 days per week to FGH as
an Oxnard resident while splitting time with her UPS Franchise responsibilities. And finally, Alex Soriano
(CFO) will be on-site at least 2 -3 days per week during the start-up phase although his responsibilities can
be done remotely for the most part.
Although not equity owners, Alex Orozco (Purchasing Manager) will transition away from Roots
Dispensary to work full-time for FGH as it approaches operations, and Waylon Broussard (lead Dispensary
Floor Manager) will be at FGH full time during the start-up phase as he trains other staff and builds out the
Budtender and sales force teams, and thereafter 3-4 days per week. Both meet the definition of “Owners”
under CCR § 5003 and Bus. & Prof. Code § 26001(al).
Thus, the persons listed in this application as owners and managers are primarily from the City of Oxnard
and Ventura and therefore local to the dispensary and will be very active in day-to-day operations.
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FGH Retail
Services, LLC

File# 4
Proof of Capitalization

2320 NORTH ROSE AVENUE | OXNARD, CALIFORNIA 93036 | (805) 402-7048 | Vanessa.Hernandez246@gmail.com

BACKGROUND CHECK REPORT
NEW

RENEWAL

OWNER

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Broussard, Waylon Wayne

06/24/1983

Name

Date of Birth

FGH Retail Services LLC

City of Oxnard

Business Name/DBA

Client

HdL Companies

01/25/2021

Reviewed By

Date

SUPPORTING DOCS

I.D.

SSN

Signature

CANNABIS LICENSING DISQUALIFIERS
Applicant has NO state or local disqualifiers.

Applicant failed to disclose criminal history/prior arrest. (See Comments Below)
STATE/LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS
PER BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE §26057(b)(4)

A violent felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5 of the Penal Code. (A)

A felony conviction involving fraud, deceit, or embezzlement.

A felony conviction for hiring, employing, or using a minor in
transporting, carrying, selling, giving away, preparing for sale, or
peddling, any controlled substance to a minor; or selling,
offering to sell, furnishing, offering to furnish, administering, or
giving any controlled substance to a minor. (D)

A serious felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 1192.7 of the Penal Code. (B)
A felony conviction for drug trafficking with enhancements
pursuant to Section 11370.4 or 11379.8 of the Health and Safety
Code. (E)
ADDITIONAL INFROMATION

NONE

Extensive Traffic History

Concerning Financial History

Watch List

Sex Offender

N/A

LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS

COMMENTS

Disqualifiers

NONE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKS
NONE

Judgements

Liens

Bankruptcy

N/A

Professional Licenses

COMMENTS

RECOMMENDATION
Applicant should be considered for licensing.
Applicant has possible criminal history which should be verified through LiveScan.

COMMENTS

A multi-source search of Broussard, Waylon background revealed no California state licensing disqualifying factors
that would prohibit Broussard from obtaining his cannabis business license.

120 S. State College Blvd. Suite 200 | Brea, CA 92821 | 714.879.5000 | hdlcompanies.com

BACKGROUND CHECK REPORT
NEW

RENEWAL

OWNER

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Orozco, Alejandro Mendoza

06/11/1985

Name

Date of Birth

FGH Retail Services LLC

City of Oxnard

Business Name/DBA

Client

HdL Companies

01/25/2021

Reviewed By

Date

SUPPORTING DOCS

I.D.

SSN

Signature

CANNABIS LICENSING DISQUALIFIERS
Applicant has NO state or local disqualifiers.

Applicant failed to disclose criminal history/prior arrest. (See Comments Below)
STATE/LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS
PER BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE §26057(b)(4)

A violent felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5 of the Penal Code. (A)

A felony conviction involving fraud, deceit, or embezzlement.

A felony conviction for hiring, employing, or using a minor in
transporting, carrying, selling, giving away, preparing for sale, or
peddling, any controlled substance to a minor; or selling,
offering to sell, furnishing, offering to furnish, administering, or
giving any controlled substance to a minor. (D)

A serious felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 1192.7 of the Penal Code. (B)
A felony conviction for drug trafficking with enhancements
pursuant to Section 11370.4 or 11379.8 of the Health and Safety
Code. (E)
ADDITIONAL INFROMATION

NONE

Extensive Traffic History

Concerning Financial History

Watch List

Sex Offender

N/A

LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS

COMMENTS

Disqualifiers

NONE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKS
NONE

Judgements

Liens

Bankruptcy

N/A

Professional Licenses

COMMENTS

RECOMMENDATION
Applicant should be considered for licensing.
Applicant has possible criminal history which should be verified through LiveScan.

COMMENTS

A multi-source search of Orozco, Alejandro background revealed no California state licensing disqualifying factors
that would prohibit Orozco from obtaining his cannabis business license.

120 S. State College Blvd. Suite 200 | Brea, CA 92821 | 714.879.5000 | hdlcompanies.com

BACKGROUND CHECK REPORT
NEW

RENEWAL

OWNER APPLICANT INFORMATION

Schwartz, Corey Ellis

06/20/1979

Name

Date of Birth

FGH Retail Services LLC

Oxnard

Business Name/DBA

Client: City/County of

HdL Companies

01/25/2021

Reviewed By

Date

CALIFORNIA STATE CANNABIS LICENSING DISQUALIFIERS
Applicant has NO state or local disqualifiers.

Applicant failed to disclose criminal history/prior arrest within 7 years. (See Narrative)
STATE/LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS
PER BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE §26057(b)(4)

A violent felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5 of the Penal Code. (A)

A felony conviction involving fraud, deceit, or embezzlement.

A felony conviction for hiring, employing, or using a minor in
transporting, carrying, selling, giving away, preparing for sale, or
peddling, any controlled substance to a minor; or selling,
offering to sell, furnishing, offering to furnish, administering, or
giving any controlled substance to a minor. (D)

LOCAL DISQUALIFIERS

A felony conviction for drug trafficking with enhancements
pursuant to Section 11370.4 or 11379.8 of the Health and Safety
Code. (E)
ADDITIONAL INFROMATION

NONE

Extensive Traffic History

Concerning Financial History

Watch List

Sex Offender

N/A

APPLICANT DISCLOSED ARREST(S) (SEE NARRATIVE)

Disqualifiers

NONE

A serious felony conviction, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 1192.7 of the Penal Code. (B)

Misdemeanor

SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKS

Felony

None

COMMENTS

NONE

Judgements

Liens

Bankruptcy

N/A

Professional Licenses

RECOMMENDATION
Applicant should be considered for licensing

Applicant has prior arrests outside of 7 years

Applicant has a possible criminal history which should be verified through LiveScan

NARRATIVE
A multi-source search of Schwartz, Corey background revealed no California state licensing disqualifying factors that would
prohibit Schwartz, Corey from obtaining his cannabis business license.

Schwartz has a 2009 felony arrest out of Los Angeles, CA for an unknown charge. Los Angeles Police Department Narcotics
Division filed the felony charges against Schwartz.

120 S. State College Blvd. Suite 200 | Brea, CA 92821 | 714.879.5000 | hdlcompanies.com

